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ouachita-Central System. 
\ rti(h· V. of the Constitution of the Arkansas Baptist 
__ ,_,.r, 1tion provides that it shall be one of the objects of 
tilt (QilH~llli,m "to encourage Ministerial and Gospel and 
a:d F.dtH·ation. . ." For the accomplishment of this 
rpo~l'. there have been organized, under the auspices of 
11ae cl) l\'l'll1 ion: Ouachita College, at Arkadelphia; Central 
lt•gt·, at Conway; Ouachita Bentonville Academy, at 
mn ilk; Ouachita Maynard Academy, at Maynard; 
agazinl' Ouachita Academy, at Magazine; and Mountain 
Home \cadt•my, at Mountain Home. 
The onvention at Paragould in 1901 adopted the fol-
" in~r report of the Committee, appointed the preceding 
ar, to ::onsider the advisability of affiliating all the sc)10ols 
k·r the auspices of the Convention: 
A Plan for the Afliliation of all Baptist Schools in Arkansas under 
the Aospices of the Arkansas Baptist Convention. 
It is hereby declared to be the object and purpose of this act of 
11• •ll to promote and foster the best interests of, and to increase 
the patro ona c of, and to reduce the expense of operating, and to 
r a••. the amount of money to be raised for, and· to destroy fric-
tion f, 1 '\ tlll. and to preserve the integrity of all the schools entering 
the ~~ -t•·lll. 
r. The system is to be known as "The Ouachita-Central System 
of C •lh~~' and Academies." 
2. All schools of the system shall be under the direction of one 
r<! of trustees, composed of fifteen members to be nominated by 
the ~U"esent boards of Ouachita and Central Colleges, and to be 
• 'ol by the Convention at its present se!ISion; and one-third of 
4bat pumber shall be nominated annually by the board, subject to 
t '•' by the Convention. 
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3. An executive or advisory committee for each school, 
ing of three or more discreet persons, suitably located and who 
be others than members of said board, may be appointed by the brn1 .. 
of trustees, who shall have supervision over its respective c t 
There shall be only two schools with power to issue rli11J ,111" 
namely: Ouachita, for men and women; and Central, for ' '" ' 1 • 
only. 
4 It shall be the duty of the board of control to see that th 
two colleges and all the academies are well equipped with such ap~ 
paratus, fixtures, improvements and additions to grounds and buildt 
ings as will best fit them for the work mapped out for each; and. 
in apportioning funds for this purpose, the schools shall be kePt 
as nearly abreast as possible, no intentional discrimination being made 
in schools of the same class. 
s. All property, moneys, incomes, rights, credits and effectt 
belonging to the several schools entering this system shall beloat 
to and be controlled by the board of control as trustees for the re-
spective schools, and said board shall assume the debts of both the 
colleges. 
Twentieth Year. 
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Ouachita College, 
Arkadelphia, Ark. 
Male and Female. 
Opens Se-pt. 20, 1905, 
For Season of 1905-1906. 
Calendar for 1905-1906. 
1905. 
• September 18-19, Monday and Tuesday, 9 a. m.-Entrance exami 
tions and matriculation of resident students. 
September 20, Wednesday, 9 a. m.-First term begins. 
October I, Thursday-Assignment of subjects for First 'ferm T~ Jis. 
November 22-23-24-First quarterly examinations. 
November 30, Thursday-Thanksgiving holiday. 
December 4, Monday-Concert by Conservatory Faculty. 
December q, Thursday-Final day for completion of First Tent~ 
essays. 
December 23, Saturday-Christmas holidays begin. 
1906. 
January 2, Tuesday-Reopening after holidays. 
January IS-Anniversary of Athenian and Polymnian Societies. 
January I6, !fuesday-Assignment of subjects for Second Tenn 
Essays. 
January 25-26-27-Second quarterly examinations. 
February 5-Anniversary of the Philomathean and Alpha-Kap 1 
Societies. 
March 12--Anniversary of Hermesian and Corinnian Societies. 
April 5-6-7-Completion of Second Term Essays. 
May JT, June I-2-Baccalaureate Sermon. 
June 4, Monday-Meeting of the Board of Trustees. 
June 5, Tuesday-Inter-Society D~bating Contest and Annual Alnmnt 
Address. 
June 6, Wednesday-Annual Literary Address and Graduating Exef'1 
cises. 
. 
ecutive Board of Ouachita College. 
£ M. (JiALL, Chairman. 
]. W. WILSON, Secretary. 
J. W. CoNGER, J. J. HAYNES, 
W. W. GRESHAM. 
Ministerial Board of Ouachita College. 
]. W. ONGER, Chairma1~. 
H. L. WINBURN, Secretary and Treasurer. 
W. A. FoRBEs, J. ]. HAYNES, H. J. P. HoRN, 
N. R. TOWNSEND. 
Ouachita College. 
Officers of Administration and Instruction. 
JOHN W. CONGER, A. M., LL.D. (S. W. B. Pntvrr i~ v.) 
PR~i;SIDJ;;NT. 
• Philosophy. 
WARREN I. MOORE, A. M. (Acadia University; Cornell Uni. 
versity.) 
Latin and Greek. 
THOMAS M. NETHERTON, A. M. (William Jewell ColleR; 
University of Chicago.) 
History and Economics. 
IRVING H. BUCKMINSTER, A. M. (Bucknell University.) 
SciefiJCe. 
ROY BENNETT PACE, A. B. (Richmond College), A.M. (Colunw 
bian and Harvard Universities.) 
English Language and Literature. 
W. MATTHEW BRISCOE, A. B: (Ouachita College; University of 
Chicago; Grenoble, France, and Marburg. Germany, Universi1 
ties.) 
German and French. 
JAMES STEWART SHARP, A. B. (Mississippi College and Rose 
Polytechnic Institute.) 
Mathematics. 
THOMAS C. MAHAN, A. B. (Clinton College.) 
Bible; Assistant Professor of Mathematics. 
WINSTON P. WILSON, A. B. (Ouachita College.) 
Instructor in English and History. 
Instructor in Latin. 
Imstructor in Science. 
Ouachita College. 
SS J,.NNIE R. STORTS, A. B. (Baylor College.) 
Presiding Teacher. 
E. $!AJOR, A. B. (Wake Forest.) 
Business Manager. 
1 •• .MAMIE LEE CROW (Ouachita Business College.) 
Private Secretary to the President. 
!{~. R. B. PACE, A.M. (University of Chicago.) 
Librarian. 
Conservatory of Fine Arts. 
11. UEBLING (Chicago). 
Director General. 
R F P D. BAARS ( Liepsic and Cincinnati Conservatories). 
Piano and Musical Theory and Harmony. 
M. CHURCH (Boston Conservatory). 
Pian() and Pipe Organ. 
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1:-S SUE BELLE WOOD (Ouachita Conservatory and Pupil of 
Emil Liebling). 
Piano. 
I. : I,.UCILE CONGER (Ouachita Conservatory and Pupil of 
Emil Liebling). 
Piano. 
MISS EUNICE MARTIN (Cincinnati Conservatory.) 
Voice Culture. 
MISS MABEL F. GARRETT. 
Stringed Instruments. 
MISS ELEANOR V. WATKINS, B. E. (National School of Ex-
ression.) 
School of Expression. 
l~S ELOISE G. CHRISTIAN (Specialist in Chicago). 
School of Expression. 
~ ~- DAISY ANDERSON, A. M. (Brownsville Female College.) 
School of Art. 
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Superintendent of Practice. 
Physical Culture . 
COL. AMOS M. KELLOGG (West Point) 
C ommancla11t. 
W. F. ROGERS. 
Athletics for Young Men. 
MISS ELEANOR WATKINS. 
Physical Culture for Young Laclies. 
Young Ladies' Home. 
MISS ANNIE R. STORTS. 
Lady Principal. 
MRS. ANNIE W. ATKINSON. 
Matron. 
MISS STELLA BEATTY (Philadelphia School for Nurses). 
Professional Nttrse. 
A. C. MOSS, 
Teachers in Charge . 
. 
MISS ELEANOR WATKINS, 
MISS EUNICE MARTIN, 
MISS SUE BELLE WOOD, 
MISS DAISY ANDERSON, 
MISS MABEL GARRETT. 
Business College . 
• 
Principal and Teacher of Bookkeeping, fjanking, l uJ-
mercial Law, Business Correspondence, Penmanslt 
Stenography and Typewr-iting. 
To be supplied. 
Historical Sketch. 
At the Arkansas Baptist Convention at Fayetteville' in 
1r:, 3· Ouachita College received its first impulse. It was 
then decided that such a college was a necessity, and a 
cPillllm,ion was appointed, with R. ]. Coleman as President, 
to gitate the question and to report at the next annual 
1 1ecLing- of that body. They reported to the Convention in 
1t-l '4, at Pine Bluff, stating that the suggestion met with 
alnlnst universal favor, but they did not think the time had 
rr1H•cl to begin the work, and recommended that the com-
mi•si• •11 continue its work another year. At the Convention 
of this body in Hope, in 1885, the commission reported that 
aftt r another year's agitation, many of the associations in 
the State had passed resolutions requesting the Convention 
to build the College, pledging their support. The com-
mi~sl(lll suggested the selection of a board of trustees, with 
tructions to begin the work of locating and building the 
Cn!l,•g-P. The board was selected by the Convention and 
1 r· )w·rly organized. 
After a thorough canvass had been made of the desira-
ble places in the State for the location of the College, the 
hish•ric grounds of the old Blind Institute, at first the 
pru]wrl of the State, and afterwards converted into the Red 
R iH· High School, crowning the eminence on the banks of 
the beautiful Ouachita River, at Arkadelphia, were chosen 
fnr this seat of learning. Nature seems to have fitted the 
•lact' for the purpose to which it was dedicated. In July, 
IR.i'V., J. W. Conger was elected President of the institution, 
'' ith instruction to select his faculty and organize the Col-
lt:;.:-c·. and to prosecut~ all necessary work. 
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The College was duly opened Se~tember 6, 1886, 11 i 1 
a faculty of six teachers, and with roo pupils enrolled th 
1 
first day, in the old frame bujlding located on the preselle 
campus of thirteen acres. The old building was in bad r 
pair, but the citizens of Arkadalphia contributed about ~ 
for improvements. The first year there was an enrollm 1 
of 235 pupils, 6o of whom were non-residents. The majq 
College building was begun in 1888 and finished in \ u,.,'1ht 
r889. The old building was enlarged in 1889 and used a~ 
a Young Ladies' Home. This building was burned in 11a, 
189o. The generous people of Arkadelphia immediate. 
raised a subscription to begin the erection of our present 
beautiful Young Ladies' Home. It was begun in I&Jo and 
finished in February, 1891. In r898 the Conservatory build1 
ing, valued at $I s,ooo.oo, was erected. The Young Men's 
Home was purchased in 1902. The President's house was 
erected in 18g8. The five buildings and campus are esti-
mated to be worth $roo,ooo; libraries, laboratories, fumi,. 
ture and general equipment of the five buildings, abou• 
$28,000; total valuation of the property, $r28,ooo. 
Dr. J. M. Hart served as first President of the Board 
of Trustees and continued in office five years, ending in June, 
1891. Col. M. F. Locke succeeded him and served as Presit 
dent until June, r894. Hon. W. E. Atkinson was elected 
and served until 1899; Eld. C. W. Daniel was President one 
year, when Mr. Atkinson was re-elected and is now Presi 
dent. 
1"here has been a net average enrollment during the 
past nineteen years of about 400 pupils, representing durini 
this period seventeen different States. There have been 214 
graduates from the academic schools, and 124 in the Con .. 
servatory of Fine Arts, making a total of 338 graduates of 
the institution. There has been a yearly average of about 
40 beneficiaries who have received tuition free grati 
amounting to about $r,soo per year. 
Purpose. 
It is a narrow and false conception of education that 
fostt·r~ only the development of the intellectual side of man's 
nat' t-e. True education demands the symmetrical training 
of the intellectual, ::esthetic, moral and spiritual natures. It 
is only thus that the student can be best fitted for accom-
plishing- the greatest good for himself and his fellow-men, 
and for doing most for the glory of God. 
Christian Education, or the building of character upon 
the undamental principles of the Christian religion, must 
be fiven by Christian schools,-not that the Bible must 
nece~~aril.' be taught as a text-book but that the Book of 
Bc~,J-.; must be placed above all others, and its truths taught 
by pw.~ pt and example. The atmosphere of the institution 
~t~ust be a Christian atmosphere. 
We strive to furnish as broad and thorough training in 
literature, science and art as that given by purely secular 
Kh' H •b. and yet under the best religious influences-in this 
is our superiority over the secular institution. 
Founded by the Baptists of Arkansas, and fostered by 
their State Convention, Ouachita College is a distinctivdv 
Chrisfan institution. Its aim is to teach its pupils to plac~ 
lblture above wealth ; usefulness above social position; to 
lloften the heart and guide its emotions ; to broaden and 
dt"t·pcu the intellect ; to so mold, under the best Christian 
int1m'n<'t~s, the characters of its students that, when they go 
out from its walls, they will be prepared not only to meet 
and grapple successfully with the problems of life, but to be-
come loyal servants of God, and thus a blessing to mankind. 
Buildings and Grounds. 
There are four handsome brick and stone buildings and 
one cottage on the campus, and two frame buildings a few 
blocks from the campus. 
All buildings are of modern architecture, well ventilat 
and lighted, and have steam heat. Atl dormitory buildin 
are equipped with the latest improved appliances in the way: 
of electric lights, hot and cold water, bath rooms, etc. 
The campus is situated on a high bluff within a feWI 
hundred yards of the churches and business portion of the 
town. No college enjoys a more beautiful location and 
more cheerful surroundings. The campus is shaded, has 
concrete walks, beautiful shrubbery, and a constantly activt 
fountain. 
Main Building. 
The main building is 126x&>, three stories high and 
contains offices, chapel hall ( 55x65), library,, museum, H 'C"l' fl· 
tion hall, laboratories, so~iety halls, and class rooms for the 
Literary and Business Departments. 
The Young Ladies" Home. 
The home for young ladies is the gracious gift of the 
people of Arkadelphia and their friends. at a cost of more 
than $20,000. This building is r so feet long, with a 1-'r lj l-c-
tion in the rear of 125 feet. It has corridors 14 feet wide• 
extending the full length of the building; three stairway ; 
double parlors; reception halls, in addition to convenientl 
arranged bed rooms. The rooms are carpeted and the cor· 
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tioors are overlaid with linoleum. The building is 
with steam. The gymnasium for young ladies is on 
third floor. 
Conservatory Building. 
This elegant structure is admira.bly arranged for its in-
1ie<J use. It fronts 144 ft., is 75 ft. deep, and three stories 
high. On the first floor is the art studio, offices and lecture 
ms of the Director of Music, and the spacious auditorium, 
.,birh is elegantly furnished with over 6oo opera chairs, pipe 
organ. etc. On the second floor is located the School of 
Orat• ,r_\ and Elocution, and Stringed Instruments, etc. The 
ir,l floor contains practice rooms of the Conservatory. 
President's House and Cottage. 
Thes<' buildings are on the campus and are occupied by 
the l'n: ·iJ(·nt 's family and Business Manager's family, re-
5pt>cli,dy. By this arrangement the President and Business 
[anat.:('r are enabled to ha\'e the general over'sight of the 
Colle;.:..: day and night. 
Ouachita Business College. 
The most beautiful residence property in Arkadelphia 
is now the Home of the young men. Only about fifty can 
be ommodated. Board $roo for the year, one-half paid 
in a1 \anc~: and one-half February rst. Rooms are furnished, 
elt'<'tric lights, fuel, etc., supplied without extra cost. 
Library. 
About 7000 volumes, for which a complete card catalog 
is now being prepared, are at the disposal of the students. 
The leading periodicals) dailies, weeklies, monthlies, both 
igious and secular, are found upon our tables. The 
lthrar_,. is a work shop, in which students are aided and 
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encouraged to make the best possible use of available LlJu.t • 
rial. Contributions have been received from S. L. Bol t 
way; National Sound Money League; Col. J. H. Ken • 
68 vols.; J. H. Milburn; Col. W. H. Halliburton, 46 vols.· 
Mrs. A. L. Crudup, 29 vols.; Dr. ]. S. Pierson, 17 vols.: 
S. B. C. Sunday School Board; Brooklyn Ethical .\s,J~1a' 
tion, 2 vols.; William Tudor; E. J. Runk; Prof. ]. S. Ki11 T 
24 vols.; Richard Rowland; Dr. Isaac Adams; Prof. R. B, 
Pace, 2 vols. · 
We are constantly adding specimens, more than $20Qc8 
worth having recently been secured. In all there are abouf 
7000 specimens illustrating the salient features of ( ~rult'lf'·, 
Biology, Botany, Physics and Chemistry. It is particularJ 
desired to increase the collection of Geological specimeJ{ 
and State minerals. Biological materials, •such as skeleton 
embryos and pathological tissues, both human and anima , 
are also greatly desired. 
Since the publication of the last catalog specimen:. have 
been presented to the College by 
Class of 1904, towards cost of gas generator, $65.00. 
Miss Neva Green, Indian Relics. 
Mr. Julius Garner, Bones of Fossil Lizard and Sulph 
Concretions. 
Miss Fay Harris, Fossil Shark's Tooth. 
Dr. W. M. Moore of Hollywood, Four Embryos in 
Alcohol. 
Friends at Mountain Home, Zinc Ores. 
Apparatus. 
Several thousand dollars' worth of apparatus and Iabo1 
ratory material has recently been acquired, so that all scienc(J 
courses offered are suitably supplied. The equipment is 
constantly being increased as new courses are added. A 
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part of this apparatus is built in the laboratory shops, 
quipment of which includes engine, lathe with turret, 
machine, drill press, circular saws and many small 
Literary Societies. 
l'fhe Alpha Kappa, Corrinnean, and Polymnian Societies 
roung ladies, and the Philomathean, Hermesian, and 
t•nian Societies for young men are thoroughly organized 
full of interest. 
Efhese societies are strong factors in developing the so-
cial nnd literary tastes of their members. Self-government 
11 St'Cllft•d by the constant practice of parliamentary rules. 
pil:- are urged to connect themselves with one of the 
eock ti t>,;. 
T he societies have large and elegantly furnished halls. 
~~:crl't societies and fraternities are prohibited. 
Religious Lifo. 
D:'he pervasive Christian atmosphere of Ouachita Col-
lege is due largely to the excellent influences emanating 
from the well organized church life of Arkadelphia. The 
re1-rular prayer meeting is largely attended by pupils. 
The Sunday Schools, at the Church and at the College, 
are full of interest. 
The Young Men's Prayer Meeting, at the Church each 
M nn1la} evening, is rich in results. 
The Young Ladies' Prayer and Bible Meeting, at the 
Colleg · Home every Sabbath afternoon, is largely attended, 
T he Young People's Union meets every Sabbath after-
lloon at the Church. 
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Much interest is manifested in daily Chapel , , r\
1 
expository talks, and singing. 
Athletics. 
The most thorough scholarship and the greatest 'cf 1_ 
ness are compatible with vigorous health. The ~tu t],. 11 's 
health should improve during his College course. 
The ideal college teaches its pupils to aim for 1 "1 l 
strength, vigor, grace and beauty. Athletics in 1 ltJaehita 
will have this in view. We will not violate on our gn u1 t] 
the principles taught in our lectures on Ethics. No 11 1 
professionals or brutal contests. 
The Ouachita Athletic Association for outdoor exer... 
cises, including tennis, basket ball, and field 5ports gcnn 1 , , 
is organized with a membership of almost all the male stu-
dents. 
Ouachita Business College. 
Instruction is thorough and practical in every 1lL p~ rt· 
ment. The pupil is put in charge oi a set of lJ., •ks 1 • 1) 
and sells merchandise, declares profits and losses and closet 
out the business. He is in actual business from the start. 
A business education seems to be necessary for l \'t r· 
one, in this progressive age. There is a greater •k'na r• 
today than ever before for proficient business men. The 
banks, mercantile business, railroads, telegraph compani 
manufacturing enterprises, demand experts. Our I :u~im·" 
College is designed to prepare men and women to fill 
worthily the best pasitions. . 
The President of the College and the Principal of thts 
school will spare no effort to insure good positions for our 
graduates. We deal honestly with our pupils. We do not 
promise positions, but we think we are in position to do as 
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for graduates as are those who make certaio definite 
· ;;, many of them never being fu lfilled. Sch()larships 
be issued. Pupils can take their own time to finish the 
. It requires from twelve to twenty weeks, acording 
the pplication and ability of the pupil. Our course has 10 
,rtended and perfected until it includes everything ~:~ .;a1·.r to a first-class business education, and is equal to 
tfsat of any Commercial College in the State. . 
Our course of study is so arranged as to combme 
eor) and Practice in the most admirable manner, and 
Jude': 
LcJ~al and Business Forms, 
rrespondence, 
,. •nmanship, 
SpL ll illg, 
C0mmLn:ial Law, 
usiness Arithmetic, 
Political Economy, 
Shnrthall•l and Typewriting. 
Military Department. 
A sound mind in a sound body, both controlled by sound 
tnorals, is what Ouachita endeavors to give every student 
that enters her portals. 
As one of the means toward this end a military depart-
,.lllent has been established. . 
~ Tilitar_r discipline teaches neatness, promptness, cour-
ttsy, and devotion to duty. 
The drill insures a regular amount of moderate exercise 
for !!Very student and is thus conducive to health. It also 
proves the apperance and carriage of the student. 
F.xercises both with and without dumb~bells are care-
lly used to symmetrically develop the frame and muscles. 
It is in youth that the hollow chest, stooped shoulders, 
weak 
overc< 
} 
by th 
vide 
able 
latio 
plie 
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1d other physical defects, may be most r ,1,lt 
his we endeavor to do. 
students are required to drill unless t' c 1 
lent for some physical disability and must ~: 1 
ves with the prescribed uniform within a re~ 
er entrance. The full uniform and cap of r .... 
' .,11· 
ial is furnished at $15.00, made to order. 
tited States Cadet rifles and other necessary sul>'t 
ed. 
Drum ane Fife Corps. 
A set of U. S. Regulation Drums and Fifes belong to 
our equipment. This adds much to the Battalion Drill. 
Government. 
The central aim of our work is to aid in the acquisi · 
of culture, critical judgment, concentration of thought and 
moral purpose. Our government is mild, yet firm. Childi 
caprice and youthful passion will be directed into a chann41 
of improvement. No gentleman pupil will be allowed to 
visit young ladies. No lady pupil will be allowed to 
receive re~ular attention from young gentlemen. A faithfu 
earnest pupil has no time for such diversion. Reception 
are given at the Home under the direction of the Preside 
and the faculty at stated periods. Special rules and regul 
tions will be read and explained from time to time witll 
advice. The admission of pupils to the institution and the 
enjoyment of its privileges imply a sacred contract on theifl 
part to observe promptly all regulations. 
Upon entering College the pupil is furnished with 
printed regulations. 
Prohibitions. 
1. Entering or discontinuing a school without pt:n ,i.-
sian of the President. 
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Withdrawing from a class without pem1ission of 
J' n:siJent. 
Lessons of any kind taken outside of the College 
permission of the President. 
Contracting debts at stores or elsewhere, without 
permission of parent or guardian and the consent of 
f ' r~sidt:lH. 
5· Attending balls, parties, theatres, or any public 
us.:mcnt calculated to interfere with regulated study or 
d tnorals. 
6. Absence from regular work, or from town without 
n~e t of the President. 
7· Absence from boarding-house after study hours 
,.,in. without permission of the President. 
8. Keeping in possession a concealed weapon, playing 
nl~ or dice, or drinking spirituous liquors. 
Pupil'> unwilling to keep these regulations should not 
pph for admission. 
Dress. 
L' n i form dress not only promotes convenience and 
onn1 I) but has greater tendency to suppress the feeling of 
ri<il' and rivalry in the matter of personal decoration. For 
thc~t: reasons, and to prevent extravagence and promote 
conl)m~, the young lady boarders will be required to wear 
niforms. 
The uniforms are tailor-made and unique in design. 
~he entire cost of uniform (including cap) of good service-
able material. will not exceed $13.50. This does not include 
tirt-wai~t: . 
hirt-waists of white or cream-colored material will be 
,..orn by the young ladies throughout the year. Each young 
latlr must be supplied with rubbers, mackintosh and um-
bn·lb. ' 
Conservatory of Fine Arts. 
EMu, Ln:BI.ING, Director General. 
F. D. BAARS, Local Director. 
It is a source of great pleasure to announce that M:r 
Liebling's connection with Ouachita College has been erni~ 
nently satisfactory from every point of view. He is now in 
close sympathetic touch with all the work of the Ct)n..,1·n,1 
tory. His examinations, personal interviews with studen 
and lecture recitals have given enthusiasm and inspired con~ 
fidence. Many teachers of the State have been t.:T•. ll 
helped. 
REPORT. 
MR. }. W. CoNGtR, 
President Ouachita College, Arkadelphia, Ark. 
My Dear Sir: 
After visiting your College twice during the past 
session I beg to inform you that I find the Music De-
partment in excellent form. 
The spirit of progress which has always been mani-
fest continues to work its potent influence, and in con-
nection with conservative teaching methods secures thor-
oughly satisfactOTY results. 
Your teachers are competent, faithful and enthusi-
astic; and the students almost without exception have 
done admirably. 
It will be my earnest endeavor to serve the interests 
of your College in the future. 
Yours truly, 
EMil, LI~BI,ING. 
May, 1905. 
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The most marked progress has been made in our Con-
n ;• 1, )f\ of Fine Arts. . 
'fhe beautiful new building, one of the most elegant m 
the \ntth , with its spacious auditorium, its perfect arrange-
1 tJit for convenience, comfort and work, would not be com-
Jkl( without good instruments. 
1 Thlfl~ grand uprigqt pianos add much to our work. 
Not only a good teacher but a good instrument. is needed; 
l , ombine these two a good teacher, a good mstrument, ;Jll' ' • • 
\\ ith a good student, all located in an attractive, convement 
11 il• llll,!, the results can only be of the highest order. 
A Pipe Organ . 
One of the finest instruments in the State, the largest 
in anv college, adorns the auditorium. 
-!,quipped as we are now, with a Faculty who have had 
the best advantages, theoretically and practically-
Thirty instruments in the piano department-
A new pipe organ-
A full set of orchestral instruments-
A good cornet band-
We challenge comparison with any institution, any-
'' h , . outside of the few great conservatories. 
Lectures. 
Professional lecturers and distinguished men are se-
cm•·•l to lecture before the school. Members of the Faculty 
;tlso serve in this caJ?acity. Announcements will be made 
iro •Ill time to time during the year. 
Ministerial Students . 
All young ministers, irrespective of denominational 
nfii·ia l<tn, with proper credentials, will be admitted free of 
i r:11·, tuition f~es. Before entrance, however, the Board 
of Ministerial Education must examine the credentials and 
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give a certificate of admission to the College. Correspond 
is solicited. Aid in payment of board is given as far as 
possible. 
Ouachita Ripples. 
The following is the Ripples staff for next year: 
T. L. Ballinger ..................................... Editor-in-C 
Miss Rebecca Richardson ......................... Associate F.<li!, 1 
N. N. Bailey .....................................•.......... 
W. A. Gardiner ..................•................... Local Editot~ 
Miss Ruby Hunt .......................................... . 
C. N. Baker ...................................... Exchange EditQj 
Miss Ruth Wise .................................... Literary Edirot~J 
W. ]. Hammond ................................ Business Manag 
F. D. Wood ............................................ . 
Prof. R. B. Pace ................•.......... ... ...... Faculty Editot 
The college magazine has been increased to \'lgh ~ 
pages. Space will be given for reports from the varioQI 
Academies and the Alumni. A strong effort will be made to 
make the College paper more nearly representative of the 
student body than it has ever been. 
Price $r per year. For information write to the busine 
manager. 
To Teachers. 
A strong course in.Pedagogy leading to the A. B. dq::T 'l' 
has been added to the Curriculum. Association with matu~ 
students and progressive teachers, access to a good libratl, 
thorough instruction, a healthy, moral ani literary atmos. 
phere, all combined, offer many inducements to worthy and, 
ambitious teachers. The teacher who desires advancemen 
will do well to spend some time at least in Ouachita Colleg 
During the past year about fifty pupils secured position 
through the efforts of the President and Faculty. . \ •T 
250 of our former pupils are teachers. Directors who desire 
efficient teachers will do well to correspond with the '1 .,j. 
dent. 
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Board for Young Men . 
\Ially of the best homes near the College are open to 
un'' men boarders. Usually from two to eight board in a 
mil~ . Board, furnished rooms, light and fuel, $ro to $14 
r nT• 111th. 
ft All young ministers who depend upon tht; Ministerial 
, . will board in the Young Men's Home. Our object is 
to giw poor, worthy, ambitious young men advantages at 
t. The cost for the year for board, furnished room, fuel 
and li~[h t;;, is $roo. 
Young men who board in the Home will bring with 
tflem a pair of blankets or quilts, sheets, pillow cases, towels, 
pki1 ~. knife, fork, spoon, and mug or glass. 
linisterial students desiring to board in the Young 
:Men's Home will write to President Conger or R. E. Major. 
Tho~l· 4esiring to board in private families will correspond 
with the President, or R. E. Major, who will make satisfac-
ry ,l angements. 
To New Students. 
Young ladies should notify the President upon what 
Ctain to expect them. All young ladies must go immediately 
to the Young Ladies' Home upon arrival. Young men must 
haH: the app-roval of the President in securing homes. It 
lfould be well for new students to bring· certificates as to 
hararter from former teachers or pastors. 
The College colors, old gold and royal purple, will be 
Bent to all new students upon application. All students are 
l'eqtlt>skd to wear the colors in coming to College, for pur-
tose of identification. Committees oi pupils or teachers will 
lllet>t trains at opening. · 
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General Items. 
I. Arkadelphia, a little city of 4,~ inhabi:ants, is noted 
for its culture, refinement and morality. It 1s the college 
center of the State, having 700 college students, I ,300 melll. 
bers (white) in its churches, no saloons, no billiards or ball 
rooms. 
2. Matriculation on the first clay is very important. 
3· Health of pupils, moral, religious, and cultured 
surroundings were taken into consideration in locating the 
College. We feel that no mistake has been made. By special 
Legislative Act we have prohibition for a radius of ten miles. 
4. Church and Sunday-school advantages are excellent. 
5· Parents should write cheerful letters to their chi!. 
dren. Do not encourage them to visit their homes, as it is 
a positive disadvantage. 
6. Parents will be notified if sickness occurs. Prompt 
and kind attention will be given. Trained l'\ urse in charge 
of Infirmary. 
7. All letters and packages should be addressed in care 
of the President. 
8. Pupils. accompanied by a teacher. will occasionally 
attend lectures. ~ o young lady boarder will, under any cir-
cumstances. be permitted to spend a night out of school, and 
parents are respectfully asked not to make such requests. 
9· Do:a:s oF 8.\1'.\BUS WTI.I. NOT BE DEL~VERED. The 
table is well supplied with wholesome food, and we cannot 
be responsible. for the health of pupils who eat irregularly 
and withour regard to diet. Fresh fruit may be furnished. 
ro. Any pupil whose moral influence is not good will 
be dismissed .at once. Flirting with young men or indiscreet 
conduct in public will subject a pupil to discipline. There 
will be no association with young men except in classroom. 
r I. The verY best table fare possible. under the most 
careful managem~nt, will be supplied. Those desiring bed-
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s for only two young ladies will pay $10 per year more 
.those " ·ho room with three or four in a room. 
12. Steam heat, water works, bath rooms, closets, elec-
ic lights. telephone and telegraphic connections are in the 
uildings. 
13. ;\UTE WELL.-Young ladies and te£Lclzers are 
· ·ed to fumish their own towels, soap, combs, brushes, 
equu . . f 
apkins. one pair of blankets, one pa~r of sheets, one pmr o 
.11 • , cases Olle spread and one spoon. PI (hl J 
q. Students will be held responsible for unnecessary 
d lacre done to furniture or buildings. an',., . 
15. Indiscriminate correspondence wlll not b~ allowed 
and parents are requested to limit the number of the1r daugh-
ers' correspondents. 
10. If pupils find fault, make complaint, or do not seem 
to make satisfactory' progress, justice to both sides demands 
that a p·ersonal investigation be made. 
Ii. Visitors cannot be accommodated in the Young 
Ladies' Home. 
18. Every article in a pupil's wardrobe should be 
plainly marked. . 
rg. All young ladies boarding in the Home w1ll be 
required to attend all lectures and entertainments held in the 
Auditorium. 
Honors and Medals. 
1903-1904. 
The Liebling gold medal was awarded to Miss Laur 
Hickey for the best execution in piano music. 
The Mrs. E. W. Thomas gold medal was awarded to 
Miss Lena Pelt for improvement in Art. 
The Mrs. C. C. Scott gold medal to Miss Julia G •uw10 
for Christian Graces. 
The Miss Mabel Garrett gold medal to Miss Bessil 
Eagle for improvement in violin music. 
The J. W. Wilson gold medal to George Tatum for best 
drilled cadet. 
The J. W. Conger gold medal to Miss Edith Swan 
for best housekeeper. 
The Ouachita Ripples gold medal to Miss Corrie D11dle: 
for best essay contributed. 
The Inter-Society gold medal to Miss Bessie Eagle for 
best essay. 
The following are offered for 1904-1905: 
Director Liebling, gold medal for best execution in 
piano. 
Mrs. E. W. Thomas, gold medal for best improvem 
in Art. 
Mrs. C. C. Scott, gold medal for improvement in Chri" 
tian Graces. 
]. W. Wilson, gold medal for excellence in cadet dri~ 
Mrs. Mary Boothe, gold medal for excellence in har~ 
mony. 
Mrs. Jeannie Perrin, gold medal for housekeeping. 
Inter-Society, gold medal to best essayist. 
()uaclzita College. 
Lecture Course. 
1905-1906. 
\ 
Lou B ltAUCH AMPjl 
EuGENE LAURANT, 
JoHN P. D. JoHN, 
l\!Iss EvA HAMILTON, 
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Catalogue of Ouachita Students 
F'or Year Ending in June 1905. 
A. B. Degree. 
Ethel Adams ..................•.... Arkadelphia, Ark. 
Maude Harris ........................ Carthage, Texas 
• Esther Rosamond ..•............•.... Paragould, Ark. 
Salome Strong ..................... Lake Village, Ark. 
Elbert Ezra Austin ............... , ..... Nashville, Ark. 
Clem Noble Baker, .................... Hamburg, Ark 
Thomas L. Ballinger ..................... ;Rover, Ark. 
William F. Bums .................... Arkadelphia, Ark. 
Charles Edgar Co'ndray .................. ,Enders, Ark. 
James Gordon Harris ................•.... Bingen, Ark. 
William J. Hammond ...................•. Milner, Ark. 
Julius Sheppard Moore ............•. Arkadelphia, Ark. 
Samuel T. Mayo ....................... Pontatoc, Miss. 
William Frank Nelson ................... Mt. Ida, Ark. 
William J. Stone ................ Wheelen Springs, Ark. 
Wilston Peabody Wilson .......•....•. Morrillton, Ark. 
John Houston Wharton ............... Little Rock, Ark. 
Maxwell Gordon Wade ...............• ElDorado, Ark. 
Arthur J. Vestal. ........................ Bodcaw, Ark. 
B. L. Degree. "" 
Iris Moore ............................... Pansy, Ark. 
Eva Moore ............................... Pansy, Ark. 
Katie Flanagin ..................... Arkadelphia, Ark. 
John Leander Carter .................... Or lando, Ark. 
Conservatory of F'ine Arts. 
Piano. 
Nellie Gant .......................... Harrisburg, Ark. 
Evie Hugh Rvland .................... Pine Bluff, Ark. 
Edith Swanson ........................... Rison, Ark. 
Nellie Williamson ................... Arkadelphia, Ark. 
Mayme White ....................... Mo;rillton, Ark. 
'Nan i\1ary Dudley . • • ·- ·- .•.. , ..•.•.. be Wltt, 'Ai:'k. 
Ruth Ro~ana . .. . .. ... • . • ·~ ..... :·C~deR, Aik. 
1\.nriie Lee N"atn:e -- ...•..•..•.. , ........ :Xjte, "l'exas 
etta 'Pryo,r . - •• ··- ............. 'Arkaae1phia, Ai-k. 
Mae :Kirktanli ·-. • •. , .. ·- ............ :ttuJtgn, 1\i-k. 
f'liiCP. 
Mae Strong . • • - • • 
Mae I{iri<lan'd 
(1, Ill(!'. 
<Claudine Jacqttes . 
Alma Swaim .....• 
l!stheT Ronmorr'l1 . 
. '4ft. 
. ~ • . •..• :'take 'Vilt;rge, Ark. 
... ~~ ........ ~tmt, Ai-k. 
• . • • .. . • . ~I:;a Crange, Ark 
• .•.•• ~- •. ;Engtana, Ai-k. 
........... ~ 'Pa'!'l1gt~ulii, Ark. 
&'Iorence li.IcC!u~ • • ........... 'tarlinYille, 'Ill. 
Pearl 'Powell ... - ........ ,, ..... HUbbard City, Texa-s 
Emma O~n ... - .. - .. --... - ............. ~tar_Cio/, A~k. 
Alma Swatm ........................... Engb.nd, Ark. 
YOUNG 'MER, 'I9b4ct905. 
\ 1> a 11 , ', 'G. . .......................... Clark Co., Ai'k. 
. \.lth:1.1rl- R. ·- ............................. Clark Co., Ark. 
ldri·l~·,·. W ............ - ...... - ....... 'Philips Co., Ark. 
t\darns, S. . .............................. 'Chieot ·eo., Ark. 
\iJ.:tn, 1 • W. .. .................. ···- .... 1'u1aski 'Co., Ark. 
' w1. E. E.·- ..... ·- .. -................ Howara Co., Ark. 
. . .. . ... . . ......•... ~Conway Go., Ark. 
I· n· ·. M. V.. .. ............ - ........ Union Co., Ark . 
. '' R. . ~-- ..... - .. ·~ ............. Clark Ce., Ark 
(Iaker, C. 'C . . • . ........• ~ •.....•....... Ashley Co., Ark. 
lkr\he, 0. • ............... -.. . . . ....•. Pttlaski 'Co., Ark. 
'Baker, 'C. N.. . ·- . .. .. .~ ... --~ ........ Ashley ·eo., Ark. 
'Baker, R. E .... ~ ~ .. . ........ A·shley Co., Ark. 
lll'lm. W. F .... ~~ ..... - .................... 'Clark 'CI!I., Aik 
Burt, N .............. ~ ........ ~ .................... La. 
Jlilib, 'C. 1\. .• ... • . . .. .. ·-·· .......... Sebastian Ce., At'k. 
r· n, l Q ....... - ........ ~ .. -.Se'bastian 'Co., Ark. 
1\1 k lr , 'G. T ... ... ·"·'.. ........ .Johnson ID>., Ark. 
I! . , R. 'M' ............ .. .: ...... Jo1mson Co., Ark. 
l'r, c. C.......... . ........ 'MisliisSippi Co., Aik. 
rs ]. ·H. . . ... . ... . ... . ............. Sebastian 'Co., Ark. 
W. a,..... . . . . ............ Yell :Co,, A;k 
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Berry, T. H ..................... Hot Springs Co., Ark. 
Ba,iley, N. N ....................... Columbia Co., Ark. 
'Ballinger, T. L ......................... Yell Co., Ark. 
1\olger, A. J ...................... Hempstead Co., Ark. 
Buffalo, G. C ......................... Lonoke Co., Ark. 
Brooks, S .............................. Miller Co., Ark. 
~\lck, ]. P .......................... Ouachita Co., Ark. 
Bl:ard, B. ............................ Indian Territory 
Crump, R. E ...................... Cleveland Co., Ark. 
C2tmes, ]. A ....................... Arkansas Co., Ark. 
'Cone, H. M ......................... Ashley Co., Ark. 
Cagle, A. F ...................... Hempstead Co., Ark. 
'Cooper, C. . ......................... Phillips Co., Ark. 
-~ook, E. J ........................... Greene Co., .1\rk. 
ctondray, C. E ..................... Faulkner Co., Ark. 
g:one, ]. M .......................... Ashley Co., Ark. 
Cone, J. R ........................... Ashley Co., Ark. 
Coyle, E. A ......................... Johnson Co., Ark. 
Cornelius, A. . ................... Hempstead Co., Ark. 
Collie,]. B ...................... Hot Springs Co., Ark. 
Carter, J. L ........................ Cleveland Co., Ark. 
Coldwell, J, C ................... Hot Springs Co., Ark. 
Caldwell, S. S ...•............... Hot Springs Co., Ark. 
galdwell, M. L ..............•... Hot Springs Co., Ark. 
Christian, W. L ...................... Pulaski Co., Ark. 
Cook, F. B ........................... Union Co., Ark. 
Capehart, W. P .................... Jefferson Co., Ark. 
D~ncan, ]. L ................... Independence Co., Ark. 
Di:kson, ]. A ......................... Indian Territory 
Dendy, L. B ................................. Louisiana 
Dew, A. J ............................ Ashley Co., Ark. 
Podd, W. A ............................ Yell. Co., Ark. 
Dunn, A. . .......................... Calhoun Co., Ark. 
pavidson, S. W ...................... Pulaski Co., Ark. 
Dudley, R. W ............... , ...... Arkansas Co., Ark. 
.De Lamar, F ......................... Dallas Co., Ark. 
Dumas, ]. ............................ Union Co., Ark. 
Dodd, C. L ........................ Sebastian Co., Ark. 
Daniel, R. H .......................... Dallas Co., Ark. 
Eliff, P. . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .Indian Territory 
Edwards, R. C ........................ Clark Co., Ark. 
,Earl, J. B .............................. Polk Co., Ark. 
Frederick, C. J ....................... .Indian Territory 
Fuller, A ............................... Pike Co., Ark. 
Faulkner, D ......................... Greene Co., Ark. 
:Franklin, F .......................... Ashley Co., Ark. 
Fish, W. A ......................... Lincoln Co., Ark. 
Finger, R. . ........................... Clark Co., Ark. 
J<"erguson, E. . ......................... Pppe Co., Ark. 
"Frazer, G. F ............................ Clark Co., Ark. 
Gilliam, F ....... ~ .. ~ ................ :Chicot Co., Aik. 
Gardiner, W: A~ ....... ~ .............. .'CiaTk Co., Ark. 
Green, L. ............... ~ ............ Union Co., Ark. 
(;amer, J .. L ..................... Hempstead Co., Ar~. 
(}regson, W: S ....••....••........ Craighead Co., Ark. 
Harris, J. G ...................... Hempstead Co., Ark. 
Hinsley, W.' J ........................ Dallas Co., Ark. 
!lorton, W.' H .......................... Izard Co., Ark 
l!alliburton, W. H .................... Desha Co., Ark. 
Hunt, E. B .......................... Johnson Co., Ark 
:Harnm, H. . .... ~ .......... ~ ......... Ashley Co., Ark. 
Hopkins, H. .. ....................... Ashley ~-. Ark. 
liartless, L: M ........ ~ ........... Hempstead Co., Ark 
}!arris, E. H ........... ~ ..•.•..•. HemJlstead Co., Ark. 
Hill, 4 ........................... Sebastian Co., Ark. 
arnmond, W. J .................... Ouaehita Co., Atk. 
'Jlurley, 0! H ....................... ,Jackson Co., Ark. 
Hill, 0. H .............. ~ .......... Sebastian Co., Ark. 
fiolmes, H. L ......................... Dallas Co., Ark. 
Rill E. B ..... ~ .................. Mississippi Co., Aik. 
'He;th, A. G ................................ Louisiana 
'l::larris, H. . ........................... Cross Co., Ark. 
Inl-\ra J' tlll, W ...................... Sebastian Co., Ark. 
Jameson, W. J ..................... Columbia Co., Ark. 
Kelley, A .• G ....................... Arkansas Co., Ark. 
l{night, G ............................ Ashley Co., Ark. 
Xeith, W! P ....................... Columbia Co., Ark. 
}(e!ley, ),\. M ......................... Grant Co., Ark. 
1 ,, ,tr, f. ........................ Lafayette Co., Ark. 
Luck, J, B ........................ Hempstead Co., Ark. 
Lax, J. T ............................. Clark Co.,_ ~rk. 
l.,owry, G. W ................................ Loutstana 
Lambert, E. R ......................... Drew Co., Ark. 
l.,. ons, C. C .......................... Lonoke Co., Ark. 
ayo, S. T ...................................... Miss. 
'Moore. J. S ........................... Clark Co., Ark. 
)Ioore W. F .......................... Clark Co., Ark. 
)(oore: J. ............................ Clark Co., Ark. 
I r. s, C. E .......................... Clark Co., Ark. 
:)(artin, T ............................. Cross Co., Ark. 
!\fart 11 L. ............................. Yell Co., Ark. 
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Merryman,]. Q ....................... Indian Territory 
Murphy, L ........................ Woodruff Co., Ark. 
Murphy, A. .......................... Union Co., Ark. 
McMahon, G. E ..................... Phillips Co., Ark. 
McCullough, H .................... Lawrence Co., Ark. 
Mahan, P ........................... Jackson Co., Ark. 
McGough, E. W ...................... Union Co., Ark. 
Matlock, M. A ..................... Cleveland Co., Ark. 
Miiner, B. J ....................... Columbia Co., Ark. 
McEachin, W. D ................... Sebastian Co., Ark. 
McGinnis, B .......... ., ............. Phillips Co., Ark. 
Mathis, 0. M ......................... Chicot Co., Ark. 
Montgomery, ]. M .............. Hot Springs Co., Ark. 
Mershon, J. M .......................... Polk Co., Ark. 
Mershon, W. E ......................... Polk Co., Ark. 
Miller, J . C ........................ Columbia Co., Ark. 
Moses, C. H ........................ Calhoun Co., Ark. 
Morehead, R. W ....................... Clark Co., Ark. 
Moss, C. E ........................................ Ga. 
Mounce, M. R. ........................ Union Co., Ark. 
N orcott, C ............................ Ashley Co., Ark 
Norman, C ............................ Clark Co., Ark. 
Norton, M. H ..................... Cleveland Co., Ark. 
Norwood, R ........................... Clark Co., Ark. 
Nobles, ]. H .......................... Ashley Co., Ark. 
Nelson, W. F ................... Montgomery Co., Ark. 
Owen. B. B ........................... Clark Co., Ark. 
Owen, J . L .......................... Lincoln Co., Ark. 
Owen, B. A ......................... Lincoln Co., Ark. 
Ogden, T. W ......................... Union Co., Ark. 
Petty, H. W .......................... Clark Co., Ark. 
Payne, R ............................. Ashley Co., Ark. 
Parrish, James ......•................ Garland Co., Ark. 
Pennington, R. L .................... Bradley Co., Ark. 
Porter, ]. . ............................ Dallas Co., Ark. 
Phillips, B ............................. Memphis. Tenn. 
Patterson, A. W ...................... Union Co., Ark. 
Parker, F. J .......................... Ashley Co., Ark. 
Pitts. C. C .......................... Poinsett Co., Ark. 
Poole, M. A ......................... Calhoun Co., Ark. 
. Ak. Porter T ............................. Dallas Co., r ~. 
, . AIC. Patterson, T. ]. ....................... Union ro., r 
Page, E. L ............................ Grant. Co., Ark. 
. M' · · ·Co Ark. Qumn, E. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . tSStsstppt, ., k. 
Regan, H ............................ Nevada Co., Ar 
Rankin, K. ·1 . ........................... Yell Co., Ark. 
Rogers, E. B.. ........................... Pope Co., Ark 
Rutherford, W. F ..................... Dallas Co., Ark. 
Rains,. W. W ..................... Craighead Co., Ark. 
Rogers, W. E .......................... Pope Co., Ark. 
Rorex, S ................................ Yell Co., Ark. 
Rye, H ................................. Pope Co., Ark. 
Russ. 0. T ......................... Faulkner Co., Ark. 
Ralph. J. L ........................... Chicot Co., Ark. 
Ross, B. '1-- ............................ Clark Co., Ark. 
Rogers, L .... v .......................... Drew Co., Ark. 
Rodgers , M .......................... Benton Co., Ark. 
Rogers, R· C ......................... Greene Co., Ark. 
Ryburn, C: S.. ..................... Cleveland Co., Ark. 
Ruth, ] ............................ Cleveland Co., Ark. 
Robinett, E. D ....................... Jackson Co., Ark. 
Rose, C. W .......................... Bradley Co., Ark. 
Rhodes, J.·O .......................... Grant Co., Ark. 
Richardson,- 0 . T ...................... Izard Co., Ark. 
Ryburn, A. A ...................... Cleveland Co., Ark. 
Rowland,. S. A ...•................. Quachita Co., Ark. 
Stephan, €. H ...................... Faulkner Co., Ark. 
$outherlarld, G. C ............... Hot Springs Co,. Ark. 
Strong, R ............................. Chicot Co., Ark. 
Stone, W . J ........................... Clark Co., Ark. 
Sa in, E .............................. Howard Co., Ark. 
Sipes, Lr. M .............. , ....... Hempstead Co., Ark. 
Spraggins,, H. E ....................... Clark Co., Ark. 
Sutton, ·G .............................. Clark Co., Ark. 
Speck, E. •L .....•................. Mississippi Co., Ark. 
Speck, G .......................... Mississippi Co., Ark. 
Speaks, S ................................ Benoit, Miss. 
Stegall, ]. •p .......................... Union Co., Ark. 
Sullivan, W.•J ......................... Clark Co., Ark. 
Stinson, w~ G ............................. Benton, La. 
Stinson, R ................................. Benton, La. 
Shifflett, R. H ........................ Lonoke Co., Ark. 
tewart, J. C ........................... Pope Co., Ark. v 
Seay,- E .............................. Greene Co., Ark. 
tephens, • ]. D ................... Hempstead Co., Ark. 
Stanley, J. R .................. , . . . . . . . . . ....... . Miss. 
1\~h~lh i~. A ......... : ................ Union Co., Ark. 
• r _: h " , ·. J ................. Hot Springs Co .. Ark. 
T~lbnt. }. E ........................ Ouachita Co., Ark. 
Tn~lfl~. W . P ......................... Logan Co., Ark. 
rYuadliia- Cmlrtt{ 8yst'eM. Younger, H. W ...................... Jackson Co., Ark. J. 18 
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Townsend, C. R ....•.•.•.••.••..••.... Clark Co., ArK-. Adams, Ethel. ......................... Clark Co., Ark. 
Turner, J. V ......................... Jackson Co., Ark. Atkinson, Edna ............•......... Pulaski Co., Ark. 
Taylor, A ............................ Jackson Co., Ark. Abel, Aggie ......................... Garland Co., Ark. 
Tatum, G. S .......................... Union Co., Ark. Adams, Bertha ..............•........... Yell Co., Ark. 
1'homa~. H. H ......................... Polk Co., Ark. . twoo~·, Edna ................................ , .. Texas 
Thompson, W. M ......••...... Independen~ -Co .. Ark. Bunch, Florence ........................ Clark Co., Ark. 
Thonms,]. A ..................... Woodruff' Co., Arak. Beck, Josephine .................................. Okla. 
Taylor, C. W. ..................... Craighead Co., Ark. )urrows, Loula ........................ Clark Co., Ark. 
Thomas, W. lL ........................ Polk Co., Ark. 
Tidwell, L. L ....................... Ca-lliomr Co., Ark. 
Bailev, Aurilla ....................... Nevada Co., Ark. 
Ball, Myrtle ........................ Lawrence Co., Ark. 
Vfuesr C ......... , .................... Union Co., Ark. Betts, Minnie ....•................ Hempstead Co., Ark. 
Vestal, A. J ......................... Nevada Co., Ark. Betts, Louise ................ •· .•. Hempstead Co., Ark. 
Vall, G .............................. Conway Co., Ark. Baker, Maggie ......................... Perry Co., Ark. 
Waters, C. C ....................... Crawford Co., Ark. roadhurst. Tabitha .................... Perry Co., Ark. 
Wood,]. T ... ........................ A!hley Co., Ark. Brown, Katie ........................ Monroe Co., Ark. 
Wallis, R .............................. Clark ·co., Ark. Baker, Maud1e ..................... LaFayette Co., Ark. 
Wallis, R. C ........................... Clark Co., Ark. rringer, B. W ...................... Ashley Co., Ark. 
Webb, L. W .......................... Miller Co., Ark. llrumley. LeilA .......................... Pike Co., Ark. 
Wise, ]. C ......................................... La. ~ethune, Delle ........................ As~ley Co., Ark. 
William!, J. R ....................... Greene Co., Ark. Barton, Annie ..................... Craighead Co., Ark. 
Williams,. A. M ....••.....•....•.. St. Francis Co., Ark. Baker, Mrs. C. N ..................... Ashley Co., Ark. 
Wilson, R. K ...................... Cleveland- Co., Ark. $l'ennett, Lois .......................... Clark Co., Ark. 
Wharton, ]. M ....................... Pulaski Co., Ark. Caldwell, Alice .................. Montgomery Co., Ark. 
Wharton, J. H· ....................... Pulaski ~o., Ark. aid well, Ollie .................. Montgorrtery Co., A'rk. 
Watkins. J. 9' ...•..•..•..••.•..•.•. Columbia Co., Ark. Cargile, Kate ........................... Clark Co., Ark. 
Webb, H. P' ....................... Lawrence Co., Ark. Conger, Elise .......................... Clark Co., Ark. 
West, T ......... .................... Jackson Co., Ark. ~nger Allie Merle .................... Clark Co., Ark. 
Woomack, ·o .......................... Dallas Co., Ark. Conger, Lucille ....................... ,Clark Co., Ark. 
Wright, W. M ....................... Pulaski Co.,. Ark. Clow, Marie ........................... Clark Co., Ark. 
Wade, M. Jj ........................... Union Co., Ark. Catlett, Aurelia ......................... Yell Co., Ark. 
Winfree, L ............................. Pope Co., Ark. 
Wilkins, Z. D ......................... Dallas Co., Ark. 
lrai~hcad, Donie ................................... La. 
Cone, Belva ..... .' .................... ·-"hley Co., Ark. 
Winham, M ........................... Miller Co.,. Ark. Cone, Willie ........................... Ashley Co., Ark. 
\'Vilson, W. 'P ....................... Conway Co., Ark. C r•o11 .: . Mattie ........................ Logan Ga., Ark. 
Wikockson, 0. 'C ••••••••••.••.•••••.. Greene Co., Ark. Crow; rl, Julia .......................... Clark Co., Ark. 
Weatherall, T. #J ...................... , . Yell Co., Ark. eLamar, Annie ...................... Dallas Co., Ark. 
Wodd, F. J: ... , ...........•....•.•..••....••..•. Texas lJt·blJL;H. Bertha ...................... Dallas Co., Ark. 
Ward, C. R-••••••••.••••••••.•.••.•••• White Co., Ark. 1 Ia \' , n , Anna ......................... Clark Co., Ark. 
Warmm:k, A ......................... Nevada Co., Ark. I ~~ 11· "m. Mrs. C. • C .................... Clark Co., Ark. 
Wineland, E.· D ........................ Scott Co., Ark. lh.•.i•. Emma Dean ................. Columbia Co., Ark. 
Wade, W. ]' • ........................ Clyburn Co., Ark. la1i•. Bird~e ....................... Columbia Co., Ark. 
Wasson, I. F ...................... Lawrence Co., Ark. 
Wroten, T. ¥ ........................ Ashley Co., Ark. 
Ill (]I.·,, Nan ....................... Arkansas Co., Ark. D . 
ew, Jessie ........................... Ashley Co., Ark. 
Whittle, W. H ...................... Johnson Co., Ark. 
Degan, A:nnie:. ~- ~-. ~-. ~- .••. ~-·· ••... Garland CO.; A:~ 
Ellrott,.:S:vawn: -·~ .................. ~ --~..Onachita Co., Arl:. 
Eagle, Lillian ......•..•......•...•••. Pul~ski Ccr;, Ark 
Evatf, toli .•. ~ . .-.-~.-.... --~····~· ··· ···· ... ···• .~tt CO!,. ArtC 
Echart, Annie ..••.....•.•. ,. .•• · ...... · • ..Clarl COt,. A ric 
~llingtt>tr, tree.--~ ................. ··-~ . · · -L~· ~ .• Ark 
11.dwatds; Ell!SRal ...•••. ···~ ................ ..hlhley. Co.,. Ar~. 
:&'anniil, Georgana. ..... ~· ......... ~- •.•... Jndian Territol'll 
Frisby, Claude ..................... Hoe SiJrfng!f ~01, Ark. 
.lf'lan~itrr K~tit ....................... ~ ............ ~lat'k ~Ark. 
liaulkne.; OUie ...... ,. ................ C..l:md Cx. Arl( .. 
flan:rgm, Mazy ............... ~ .. ···~·· ...... CI'aTI COt., ArlC 
Frazie't, Eliiali:eth .. ,. , ..................... ..Clhrl: C'01, Ark 
Green, Neva ...•..•..•....•.. ,. .... 1\fiBsii;~ippi; Co~ Arl(. 
~reer,.. :r;Gt~ ................................ ~ •.. Unnr Col, Ark_ 
Gant, Nell ......................... -.Poinsett lh, Ark. 
~arrettsbn Maude-...................... ~-~ite- Cot, Ark. tood'wln~ Ju!KJ . _.. ... , .................. ~---Unim Co., Ark_ 
Harris, Maude ...... .................... Carthage; Tex;. 
lilam6teteJ1'1, Lol1ie ...................... SI Pl'anci!r Co., Ark. 
Hamilton, Blmche .•..•..••.....•.•.... Mi!Jer· CO(, ArK. 
Hill,. Aa;t·,.. .................................... Se&!stia:rr Ca, Ark. 
Hill, Av.rrila' ....................... Sefla!rtian Co-. ArK. 
Hendon, Leila .......................... Logan COt" Ark 
Hafe~ Edith .............. ,.. ........ Mississippi Ca., Ark. 
Hale', Otkh<r ................... u.Mi~is!Tippi Co., Ark. 
Halbert, Blanche ....... , .. , ............... Lee- Co., Ark. 
Hinkfe; Mamk ........................... JZlmf Co., Ark. 
Hinkf~ Jtffle ........................... Jr.rrcf Co., Ark. 
Hafford, Tennie ........................ CI2y Co., Art<. 
Hend'erlon, 'Serlhat ........ .-- .......... Union Co., Ark. 
Henderson, Loi5' ...................... Umarr Co., Ark. 
Hunf, R'uby ................ ~ ............ Yell Co., Ark. 
Hogg1 Unnk ................. -. ...... Dai!:t!J Co., Ark. 
Hooper', Lena ....................... Fr.rnl:lin Co., Ark. 
Huddlestc:m, Gt'rtrud~ ................ Poinrett Co., Ark. 
Harris, 'Pay ... ....................... Poin~tt Co., Ark • 
.Hitks, M.at'y R ......................... Pik~ Co., Ark. 
Hicks, Hikla ......................... Carroll Co.,. Ark. 
HardS'. 1..« ............ ,, ............ Poin!Jett Co:, Ark. 
Hardagl!, lena ...... , ....... , .......... CJarl Co.., Ark. 
Hataway, lleS'sie ................... .. ]ohn!f<Jl1 Co., Ark. 
Hara-way, Jennie ..................... johrr!IOn Co •• Ark. 
Bttdkm, Pearl.. ....................... Union Co., Ark. 
Ottaclt.ila College. 
White Co., Ark. son, Clem .............•........... G t Co Ark. 
...•. ran ., 
es, ' e..................... Clark Co., Ark. 
}lun phr , .. • _Eve B · · · · .. ' .... · ........ Clark Co., Ark. 
I· n Hattte ......................... Cl k Co Ark 
Jnro . Armie . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ar ., 
Jordall. :· · · · Mississippi Co., Ark. 
nil" .n Mamte.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . L Co. Ark. 
J Cl d' · ...... ee ' le au me................. Co A k 
f ·tCf\1 • Ashley ., r · 
·f:tdc H Lome .... ····· .. :::::::::: :j~fferson Co., Ark. 
f(o n\\'Jrtl. Myra.···'··'·· Columbia Co., Ark. 
l'•rkhlld, Mae ............. ··:::::.· . . Phillips Co., Ark 
l .i r1 rn<, Lena.·······'······ Ch' t Co Ark 
" • !CO ., · Kunr l Bertha .. · · · · · · · · · · · · '· · ·. · . . . Chicot Co., Ark 
'llt!pcl, Nona ·:· ..................... Cl rk Co. Ark 
C ........ a ' ~;II n n11. arne............... Union Co., Ark 
Kern, J essie.· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · . Miller Cor, Ark. 
..,., ke Sadie Belle.· .... · .. · .. · .. · .... · . C A k 
rur · Mtller o., r · Kelsey, Juanita ... · ... · ..... · .. ·· .. ·· .. Cl rk Co. Ark. 
Lax, Mrs. T. J · · · · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P~lk eo.' Ark 
l.u01hk~' Grace ..................... ·P~lnsett eo.: Ark 
• ftmbert, Clara · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ' · N d Co Ark. 
- . B 11 . eva a ., 
.a ·.:nJar, Rannte e e.············' Miss. 
!Murrell, Mary.· · · · · · · · · · · · · ·' ·' · · · · · • '· C·l~~k· <:;;.: Ark. 
!c.Fadden, Clara ...................... Cl k Co. Ark. 
Ca . . ..... ar , cMicha.el, .rne. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Garland Co., Ark 
Meador. Minme .... · · · ............... Clark Co., Ark 
lcSwaim, Cora .. · · · · · · .. · ...... · .. ' .. Clark Co., Ark. 
Moore, Lucile.·············.':::::::: :j~ckson Co., Ark. 
Mahan, Ena · .. · .. · .. · .... · ....... Polk Co., Ark. 
icCrary, Lena... ............... Ouachita Co., Ark. 
Martin Willie Belle ................. 0 h't Co Ark 
• uac 1 a ., · 
May, Lalla .. · .... · · .. ·" · · ...... · .. · Carlinville, Ill. 
cCiure, Flo~ence. · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·'':::::carlinville, Ill. 
;McClure, Sudte. · · · · · · · · · · · · ·······Cleveland Co., Ark 
Moore, Ophie. · · · · · · · · ·' · · · · · · · · · .. Cleveland Co., Ark. 
Moore. Iris· .. · " .... "" ·" · : : : : : :Cleveland Co., Ark. 
Moore, Eva .. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · .. Cisco 1'ex. 
Martin, Minnie · · · · · · · · ............. c·;~dian, Ind. Ter. 
McDuff, Mae ... ·"· .. ·"·· .... · .. · Clark Co., Ark 
Measles, Arna .. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·0-~achita Co., Ark 
Mullins, Callie.· ··.·················· Garland Co., Ark 
llontgomery, Fannte .............. : ·.Ouachita Co., Ark 
Murph, Allie .... · .. · .. · · · ...... · .. Clark Co., Ark 
McCallum, Lillie ... · .. ··" ...... ·· ..... Polk Co .• Ark 
Mershon, Joe.·························· 
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Nobles, Mollie ........................ Ashley Co., Ark. Sheppard, Octavia ..................... Union Co., Ark. 
Nelson, Mabel ......................... Perry Co., Ark. Swaim, Alma ......................... Lonoke Co., Ark. 
Nesbitt, Floy ................... Independence Co., Ark. Shifflett, Biddie ....................... Lonoke Co., Ark. 
Nance, Annie Lee .......................... Kyle, Texas. Shifflett, Arnette ...................... Lonoke Co., Ark. 
Norwood, Gladys ..................... Nevada: Co., Ark. Swanson, Edith .................... Cleveland Co., Ark. 
Owen, Emma ........................ Lincoln Co., Ark. Toole, Ada ......................... Canadian, Ind. Ter. 
Pifer) Mary ............................ Page, Ind. Ter. 'fa ••r, Pearl. ........................... Lee Co., Ark. 
Pope, Blanche .................... St. Francis Co., Ark. ~'rigg, Norma .......................... Clark Co., Ark. 
Powell. Pearl. ..................... Hubbard City, Tex. 'l'rigg, Emma .......................... Clark C~ .• Ark. 
Pannell, Vada .......................... Clark Co., Ark. ·:· ,, ,,,I I. Annis ...................... Clark Co., Ark. 
Pryor, Etta ....... , .................... Clark Co., Ark. T 1111 "'· Edith ......................... Polk Co., Ark. 
Parrish, Effi.e ........... : ............ Garland Co., Ark. '[', " •· Rosa ................................ Sadie, La. 
Payne, Myrta ........................... Yell Co., Ark. Tlt llf'' :1 Grace ...... , ........... Craighead Co., Ark. 
Fayne, Alice ............................ Yell Co., Ark. Tl •111; ·.Mrs. H. H ..................... Polk Co., Ark. 
Ponti tis, Launa ......................... Clark Co., Ark. 
P~lt, Leona ......................... Columbia Co., Ark. 
\ ·.ct<~ r, Rose .............................. Vilisca, Iowa 
Weber, Sue ............................ Clark Co., Ark 
Pelt, Nettie ......................... Columbia Co., Ark. 
._iryor May ....................... , .... Clark Co., Ark. 
\\'i :u • Nell ......................... Dallas Co., Ark . 
Wade, Nellie .......................... Union Co., Ark. 
Rowland, Ruth ........... , ......... Ouachita Co., Ark. Wade, Maude ......................... Union Co., Ark. 
Rudolph, Cle:me ........................ Clark Co., Ark. W~encraft, Fannie .................... Dallas Co., Ark. 
Rudolph, Mary ......................... Clark Co., Ark. West. Fannie ......................... Jackson Co.,Ark. 
Runyan, Maude ........................ Clark Co., Ark. Wise, Carrie ............................... Homer, La. 
Roberts, Ida ......................... Jackson Co., Ark. Wells, Lou ............................. Clark Co., Ark. 
Richard~on, Reb~ccca ................. Bradley Co., Ark. Watts, Lizz:ie ......................... Texarkana, Tex. 
Richmond, Stella ...................... Desha Co., Ark. \\'il' •n. Susie .............................. Ferris, Tex. 
Rvland, Evie Hugh ................. Jefferson Co., Ark. 
Ross, ]etta ........................... Jackson Cro' Ark. 
Webber, Tula ........................ Pulaski Co.<r, Ark. 
Wood, Lillian ......................... Ashley Co., Ark. 
Rosamond. Esf1er . ........ . , ..•........... Greene, Ark. Walker. Vida ......................... Lonoke Co,, Ark. 
Rosamond, Dora Belle .. . ................. Greene, Ark. \\'•-•·. Ruth ........................ Woodruff Co., Ark. 
Smith, Yera ........................... Dallas Co., Ark. \\'11lt.111 " Beulah ................. St. Francis Co., Ark. 
Sutt:m, Effie ........................... Clark Co., Ark. \'.'Ju~•· . Mayme ....................... Conway Co., Ark. 
Sutton, lrla ............................. Clark Co., Ark. Wright, Beulah .............. : . ........ Clark Co., Ark. 
Scott, Nel'i• ........................... Clark Co., Ark. \\'1! i~nh. Zora ............... . : .. ........ Lee Co., Ark. 
SCJtt, Mildre 1.. ...................... Nevada Co., Ark. \\'111'· 1d•l, Ola ......................... Clark Co., Ark. 
Scott, Hazel.. ........................ Ne,•ada Co., Ark. \\'liham< 1. Nell ....................... Clark Co., Ark. 
Sn:ith, Martha ....................... Jackson Co,. Ark. Word, Nora ................ : ........... Clark Co., Ark. 
t:itrolljl, Mae ........................... Chicot Co., Ark. Young, Alva .....•................... Pulaski Co., Ark. 
Strong, Salome ........................ Chicot Co., Ark. Young, Belva ......... . .............. Pulaski Co., Ark. 
Strong, Jessie .......................... Clark Co., Ark. 
Sullivan, Hattie ........................ Clark Co., Ark. 
Stephens, Ethel ...................... Nevada Co., Ark. 
Ouacliita-Cenlrtr{ Syskm. 
Conservatory of Fine Arts. 
Mklnson, Edn3 
Atwood, Edna 
Adams, Bertha 
Abraham, George 
:2eck~ Josephine 
&rfon., Annie 
Ball, Myrtle 
Baker, Mrs. C. N. 
Baker. Maggie 
Barringer, B. W. 
Brown, Katie-
Betts, Louise 
Betts, Minnie 
:Bunch. Flore-nc~ 
Bennett, Lot3 
Beatty, Stella 
Conger, Elise 
Conger, A!Iie Merw 
Cargik, K:rte· 
Caldwell, Alke 
Caldwell, Ollie 
Crow, Mattie 
Cone, Belva 
Craighead, DanK 
Cone, Willie 
Clow, Marie 
Dudley, Nan 
DeLamar. Bertha 
DeLamar, Annie 
Dew, Jes5ie 
DeLamar, Frank 
Davis, Emma Dean 
evatt, L£)!a 
Eliff, A. P. 
Elliot, Evelyn 
Eaglt', Lillian 
Pta no . 
Flanagin, Katie 
Frazier, Elizabeth 
Faulkner, Olive 
Flanagin, :Mary 
Cant, Nell 
Garrettson, Maude 
Green, Neva 
Hilt, AvariiTa 
Hill, Ada 
Hafford, Tennie 
Hardage Zen a 
Hooper, Le-na 
Harris, Lee 
Hudson, Clem 
Hud3on, Pearl 
Hodges, Effie 
Hinkle, Mamie 
Hinkle, }effie 
Hafe, Orle-na 
Humphries, Eva 
Hicks. Hilda 
Jordan, Annie 
Kauffman, Carrie 
Kirkland, Mae 
Kelsey, Juanita 
Kirke, Sadie Belle 
Kitchens. Lena 
Kenward, Myra 
Kimpel, Leonora 
Kimpel, Bertha 
Kern, }esS'ie 
Lambert, Clara 
Lumbley, Grace 
Lax, Mrs. T. ]. 
McCallum, Lillie 
Mershon, Joe 
Martin, Minnie 
McClure, Sudie-
:May, Lalla 
McFadden, Clara 
Nobles, Mollie 
Norwood, Glady~ 
Nance, Anhie Lee 
Nesbit, F!oy 
Olive, Dolliie 
Owen. Ennna 
Pryor, Etta 
Pope, Blanche 
Pannell, Vada: 
Pelt, Leona 
Pelt, Nettie 
Powell, Pearl 
Parrish, Effie 
Ralph, J L. 
Ross, Jelta 
Ryland, Evi'e Hu!tll 
Richmond, Stella 
Rowland, Ruth 
Rosamond, Dora Bell 
Rye, Harvey 
Robinett, Edward 
Runyan, Maude 
Swanson, Edith 
Strong, May 
Sheppard Octavia 
Schiffiett, Arnett 
Sullivan, Hattie 
Scott, Hazel 
Scott. Mildred 
Scott, Nell 
Scruggs, Lula 
Thompson, Grace 
T 1 It r, Pearl 
11 11"" Mrs. H. H. 
r,,,, .. Rosa 
ri ~. :Esma 
1' .t,, Ada 
' 1l. Guy 
Vfade, Maude 
\ , , .. Ruth 
Ouuchila College. 
Webb, Clara 
Wilkins, Nell 
Williams, Beulah 
Walker, Vida 
Wilson, Susie 
Watts, Lizzie 
Williamson, Nell 
Wells, Lou 
Williams, Zora 
Wright, Beulah 
Williams, Roger 
Wade Nellie 
Yourl4!'. Alva 
Young, Belva 
47 
Theory and Harmony. 
Ltrah'tlll, George 
nu l'!t, Lois 
, ·I , Florence 
c , ~··r, Elise 
Clow, Marie 
tan~ i "1. Mary 
Gant, Nellie 
J rdan. Annie 
bralt.tn1, George 
e ndt. Lois 
'I. Elmer 
Frank:m. Floyd 
Kauffmall. Carrie 
Kirkland, Mae 
Martin, Minnie 
McCallum, Lillie 
Nance, Annie Lee 
Norwood, Gladys 
Nobles, Mollie 
Pelt, Leona 
Pipe Organ . 
RylaPd, Hugh 
VIolin . 
Gant, Nell 
Norman, T. C. 
Mandolin. 
J Cnilr>u~h Hugh Scott, Nell 
thnnc, Delle 
unc 1. florence 
I. Minnie 
Ca I It, Aurelia 
\.enger, Allie Merle 
gc-. Elise 
.llagle, Lillian 
1i 111. li:valyn 
F llzi~·r JWzabeth 
n. Neva 
Expression. 
Pelt, Nettie 
Payne, Alice 
Rosamond, Esther 
Richardson, Rebecca 
Richmond, Stella 
Swaim, Alma 
Scott. Mildred 
Sutton, Effie 
Shifflett, Arnett 
Stephens, Ethel 
Rowland, Ruth 
Ryland, Evi~ Hugh 
Rosamond, Dora Belle 
Sheppard, Octavia 
Williams Zora 
Wade, Maude 
White, Mayme 
Wells, Lou 
Williams, Roger 
Ruth,]. 
Wood, F. D. 
Watkins, E. V. 
t;regson, W. S. 
Jameson, W. ]. 
Luck, J. B. 
Matlock, M. A. 
Martin, M. L. 
Owen, B. A . 
Rogers, L. V. 
Rogers, M. A. 
Rains, W. W. 
Sipes, J.... M. 
Hale, Orlen;r 
:Hale; Editli 
Henderson, Loi!r' 
Ricks, Hiiifa. 
Hili, .Ada 
Ha1Ford, Tennf~ 
Hod'ges, Effie· 
Jorda'h, Hattie' 
Jacque~; Claudfne-
Kimpel, Berth:r 
Lax, Mr!". 'J. J. 
tanri)erf, Clar<~ 
McDuff, Clar~ 
Murph, Allie-
Fi.fes, M'a.ty' 
;(dams·, f!erth:r 
Afkinsbn, Edn:t 
AtwoOO, Edna 
~arf<ln, Amrn-
Crow, Mattle-
tatfett, Aurell:! 
Clow, Mark 
Conger, Luct1e 
Conger, EJi5e 
Davis, Emma I1e:m 
DaviS', 131rd1e 
Evatt Lo1.r 
Planagln, Mat1' 
Hall, Kate 
Hudsan, Peart 
Hud'sorf, Cl'em 
fiinkle', !effie 
John!fon, Mamie 
]ordart. Annie 
Jacques', Claudine-
1ceffl\<'fO.· 1.1yr:w 
At'fiood', Edrut 
Victor, Rose> 
Wetiber, Tula: 
Wat~ LiZzie· 
Young, Alv<r 
Young, Bel¥$ 
Sai1ey, N. N. 
BakeD', C. N ... 
Carter, J. L. 
Cagle; C. P. 
Carnes; J. A~ 
Ciild'well, M. L. 
Condray. C. E'. 
Gardiner, W. ~ 
t;arner, T. J~ 
Vaic:e Cufture . 
Stewart, ]: C: 
Tuggle, w: P: 
'l'homa!t, H. H'. 
Tatum, G. S: 
Vail, G. 
Wmeland, E. ~­
Wilson, W. P _ 
Wdio,L. W 
Weblil H. P. 
Wright, W. l\f_ 
Ward, C. R. 
Weatheran. T. j _ 
WaTmack, A. J _ 
Yotmge-, H . W _ 
Ki'tchetr~ Len'l:l' WeBer, Maudi:-
Kimpei, Leonora' Williams, Zor~ 
Kirkland, Mae Wade, Maude 
Lavender, Armle EeLT~t·We&> Clara 
McCallum, Lillie' Bailey, N. N. 
Moore, Lucile C:trrer; J. L. 
l\1urreii, Mary Cond'ray. C. E'. 
Martin Minnie Coffie, ]. B. 
Nollie,;, :Mollfe Uavfdsorr. S. W. 
Norwood', Glaay!f Dodd'. C. L. 
P'arrlsfr, Effie UeLam:rr, Franfc 
Itowfand, Ruth Gardiner, W. A. 
Ryf:rnd, Evle Hug& HiTf, 0. A. 
S'hepp:trd, Octam Harris-, .f. G. 
Stf':mg, Mae Keith. W. P. 
Sw:tMCirl, Edith Pennington, R. E. I.. 
S'ulllvan, Hattie Quinn, B;arl 
Sc-ott, N'err Ra-i'ns- W. W. 
VIctor, Ro!e Ttwflle", W. P. 
Wi!fC', Ruth Wilson. W. P . 
Art. 
McCfnre·, F'lorence ShlfHett. Biddie 
11 (1. Myrtle 
kcl, Mrs. C. N. 
" t•. Louise 
1 1• Birdie 
a ,0 , Mrs. 
artlllt•m, Blanche 
He dt r.nn , Bertha 
1.: 1 n41c•, Eloda 
Ouachita College. 
Nesbitt, Floy 
Nance, Annie Lee 
Owen, Emma 
Pelt, Leona 
Powell, Pearl 
Payne, Myrtle 
Pope, Blanche 
Rowland, Ruth 
Swaim, Alma 
Taylor, Pearl 
Wade, Maud 
Walker, Vyda 
Webb, Clara 
Willson, Susie 
Willson, Winston 
Young, Alva 
Business College. 
Students in Book- Keeping. 
w. 
t e. Odas 
uffah C. 
c.w" h:• rt . W. P. 
k. F. B. 
J)ew, A. 
nt< n, J. L. 
\'<1 .t-. R. c. 
Gilliam, T. F. McEachin, W. D. 
Hamm, W. H. Moss, C. E. 
Hopkins, A. H. Rankin, K J. 
Hurley, 0. H. Sullivan, W. J. 
Lester, H. Spraggins, H. 
Lowrey, G. W. Wood, T. ]. 
Mershon. J. M. Wroten, T.V. 
Miller. ]. C. Pontius, Miss Launa 
Shorthand and Type.writlng . 
Aggie 
~ .. Katie 
n. Annie 
11 Julia 
Orter. Mittie 
Thompson, Grace 
Webber, Tula 
Williams, Beula 
Ward, Nora 
Atkinson, Wycliff 
Berthe, Odas 
Beard, B. 
Coyle, Elmer 
Dunn, Allan 
Edwards, R. C. 
Holmes, H. L. 
Hamm, W. H. 
McEachin, W. D. 
Morehead, R. W. 
Mounce, W. C. 
Moses, C. H. 
Miller,]. C. 
Rankin, K. ]. 
Speck. C. L~ 
Thalheim, A. 
Waliace, R. 
Ouorcliita· Cenfrtrl Sysfetw. 
Summary .. 
S'tadents In Lltenry Deparcment: ... ~ .. ~-· -~·· · --~--·-·· · ...... 4Q 
Student5 in Conservatory .... ~-·-·.-~· .......... ···-· .......... 33.1 
Piano ...................... · ~-· .... ·-- · ~· · · · · .. 131 
Vocal ..•. , _, ......... ~- ..... ·· ~- · ...... •· .. ., 6r 
Violiir .. ~-· ..... -~·. ~-· ·-- ••· •· · · •· • ........ · 6 
:Mandolin ................... •· .. -. ••· · • •· ... •• l\ 
Pipe Orgart ............. ••· · ........... •· .. ·· · 4 · 
Art ............................... •· ••· ••· .... 27 
Elocution ...................... • •. · · · ..... • • • '11> 
S'tudcnfs in Business Department ....... •··· ... ·•· ... •· 56 
BoolCkeepi'ng ...•..... • .. ·-- ·~ · • · · .. · · · · • •• · •· 24 
Sfenograpl\y - .. . ....... • • •· • .. • · · .. • · · · .. • ·.. 3iZ 
Total ........................................ 8p 
Names' repeated ...... • .. • • .. • • · • .... · • .. .. · · 36r 
Net numfJer of papils' ............ •· · • •· ... · · ... • · • · •· •··· • .. •·· 46\J 
Resi'de'nt puptfs ............... ·-- • ..... · .. •· • • •• •• • • •• .... · · · 6r 
Non-resident ................... • •· · • · · · • · ...... · · • .. · • •· ·· •· · 4o8: 
Male pupil$ ••....... • · · · · · • · · • · · • · · · • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • · · · · · · 2~ 
Female pupils .............. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 221 
Numf9er of counties represented .......... ··· ... ••·•··•··· ....... 59 
Numbef of States 'eptesented ..... -- ··- ......... ••· ........... n 
Ouadiita Collegre. 
Alumni Association . 
,·.si,.<lol, M. !J:, ANDtas. Vice-PresitlenJ, D. W. McMru.rAN. 
1111 cMiflian, 
Secrelary, L01'Tn: WtBta. 
Executive Committee. 
Josr:ih Rarda~. 
·cuss ott r888. 
Miss N:annie Adams, 
e;· t L. Cross, Ph. B .......................... ,.Arkadelphia, At'k. 
Jtrs. Dallas Kir"by, nee F'lor-a Stinneft, l>h. :S ......... Texarka:na, Ark. 
fra11k P. Turner, A. R, Pastor ·Ch1lTclt ..... .. ,, .. ,, ... Moflticello, Aiik. 
'Cr.ASS OF r88g. 
J. M. Carter, Ph. R, Lawyer ..................•..•. :'texarkana, Ark. 
tar) H. Cox, Ph. B ........................ Mountain 1-lome, Ark. 
R. F. L. Eagle, Ph. B .. Mertha:nt. ..................... England, Ark. 
Sallie L. Foster, A. B., Teacher ...................... Newport, Ark 
J,lrs. A. F. Watkins, nee Lula Gaulding, ·Ph. B.· ..... Vicksbll'rg, Miss. 
Natti·e Hurn, Ph. B., Teacher ...... " .•.. " ..... Arkadelphia, ~rk 
John H. l(insworthy, A. B., Pbygician-." .. , •.. , ... little Rock, Ark 
John G. Lile, A. M., Lawyer ......................... :Conway, Ark. 
}drs. A. H. :Brown, nee Joan McCallum, A. :S .•.....•. St. Louis, Mo. 
)enj. F. Milam, Ph. B., Pastor Church .........••....... Cabot, Ark. 
Kie .Oldham. A. B., Lawyer ................•...•.. Little Rock, Ark. 
Joe Rnw lantl. Ph. B., County and Circu'it Clerk. ...... Hampton, Ark. 
llrs. W. I. Collins, nee Effie Williams, Ph. B •.••....•. Lindsay, I. T. 
Cl.ASS OF rB!;Jo. 
]as. H. !Jennett, Ph. B., Pastor Church ....... , .. , •. Chickasha, I. 't. 
Mrs. T. ]. Gantt, nee Adrienne Brown, B. L ........... Union, S. C. 
Mrs. Dr. Bookshire, nee Ida Cox, Ph. B .•.......... Ft. Smith, Ark. 
~lmer :Flenniken, A. B., Lawyer ..•.•..• , ....•••.. El Dorado, Ar'k. 
Mrs. \\'il11am•. nee Maude Horton ................ Arkadelphia, Ark. 
Wm. S. Johnson, A. M., Teacher U. of A ......... Fayetteville, Ark. 
ldrs. Caither, nee Pinie McNutt, Ph. B ..•..•..•.•.•. Dobyville, Ark. 
•Jas. R. 1'homas, A. B ....................... , ....... Btadley, Ark 
'rhnn.- Hearn, A. B .. Foreign Missionary .................... China 
J. W. Warren, A. B. Lawyer .................. New Lewisville, Ark 
CLASS OF 1891. 
h 11· r<l~~ ... A. B., Lawyer..... . . . . . . •.•.. , . Arkadelphia, Ark. 
52 Ouachita· Central System. 
Mrs. J.P. Cooper, nee Nannie Hardage, B.S ..... Waxahatchi 
Mrs. Giles C. Taylor, nee Edna Juniel, A. B ..... · .. Corsican 1' 
*Bernard L. Mills, A. B., Lawyer ....... ·. · .. · · · · · · ... Tucson. 
Andrew]. Nelson, B.S., Teacher .......... · .. ······ .. Gurdon 
*Maude Slaughter, B. S ................. · .. · .. · .. · .Ma:iannc, Arlt 
Giles C. Taylor, A. B., Pastor ..•.••..•...•••.... · · Cors1canna, 'ire 
Robert Wallis, A. B., Physician ........... ········· .Camerotl, 
Lottie Weber, Ph. B., Teacher High School. .......... Jones 
CI.ASS OF 18g2. 
Mrs. Dr. Southerland, nee Sallie Compere, A. B .......... Mena_ 
William B. Peeples, A. B., Pastor ................. Indian r I 
Mrs. L. R. Scarborough, nee Neppie Warren, Ph. B .... Abilen~ T 
Alice Searcy, B. L., Teacher .......... · · · · · · · · · · · • · · .Annov Ark 
Mrs. R. N. Howell, nee Effie McCallum, B. L .......... . Arcad' La. 
Sallie Williams, B. L., Teacher, High School. ..... Arkadelphia, A~ 
CLASS OF 1893. 
John Crow, A. B., Mechanic ..................... · .Little Rock, Ark 
Mrs. Cameron, nee Stella Gibson, A. M ........ · . · · · · · · · · · · . . Te:ql 
John H. McMillian, B. S., Lawyer ............... Arkadelphi!l,. . l 
Hattie McSwain, B. L ............................ Vinita, Ind. Tet 
John B. Moore, A. B., 1'-awyer ..................... Clarendon, Ark 
Benj. Y. Searcy, A. B., Teacher ...................... Annover, Ark 
C. L. Turner, A. M., Supt. Public Schools ............ Carthag f 
Mrs. Curtis McCluer, nee Laura Weber, A. B ......... O'Fallol\1 Mo. 
CLASS OJ! 1894. 
B. F. Condray, A. B., Prof. of Mathematics, A. and M. Coll~ge, 
Starkvtlle,. 
Paul P. Conger, B. S., Teacher ...................... ·. -~ento~ r; 
W. T. Conway, A. B., Teacher, Kendall College ...... Muskogee. · 
Mrs. W. M. Pipkin, nee Jennie Compere, B. S ........ · . · · Mena1 
Nannie L. Friar, B. L .............. ... : ........... ·· .Hayn~, 
Lillie Green, B. L., Teacher ....................... St. Franc1s, ~ 
Ethel Gage, B. L ........... · .. ·· · · · · · .... · .. · ...... Jonesbor: t 
E. J. A. McKinney, A. B., Pastor Church ............. Eng[l~n • ~G 
Mrs. Jordan, nee Maud Major, B. L ........ · ... ·····.St .. '' ' 
Mrs. McDermid, nee Annie McCallum, Ph. B .... Kansas Cit~, ,1 J. W. Riley, A. B., Lawyer ........................ · · ·Temp ~ 
CLASS OF 1895. 
Basil Baker, A. B., Lawyer ........•................ Jonesboro, 
"'uacnila College. 
l.. 1 11 n. ·B. S., Physician .......•......•........ Jonesboro, La. 
L. C. Libby, nee Maggie L. Brooks, B. L ..•...... Midyett, Tex. 
ontgomery, B. S., Rea1 Esta:te Dealer .••.••. . ] onesboro, Ark 
P. A. ZaTing., .net Alsey Ingram, B. S ......... ~ .... Tapico, Ind. 
.emiah Clark, nee Mattie Biscoe, A. R ........... Ennis, Tex. 
S. Cobb, A. B .. Lawyer ........................ Hot Springs, Ark 
W. W. Winters, nee Rosa Edwards, A. B ........ Malvern, Ark 
J. C. Wallis, ·nee, ~carrie McMinian, A. :B~ .... Ar'kadelphia, Ark 
E. Reed, A. B., Pastor Church ..........•.•..... .... LouisviHe, Ky. 
p,,,, 1 . A. B., Teacher, High School. .......... Little Rotk, ·Mk 
C. :B. R.iggin, nee Minnie Pur.iloy . .... ~ , .... .. .'Indian Tetritdl:'y 
Airen, A. 'B., Supt. SChoo1s .................... Waldron, Ark. 
p, M. Omtpere, .i\. B., Lawyer .... ~ ................. Hamburg, .~rk 
CLASS OF I~. 
Xing, A. B., Teacher .•...•.••••.••.•••.••.••..••.. 'It! 'Pa-so, 'rex. 
W. Garr ·t , A. B., Lumber Manufacturer., .•...... Jonesboro, La. 
H. Gill, A. B., Teacher .......................... Hani&urg, Ark 
S. H. Allen, nee Mamie Moncrief, 'B. S ............ W a1aron, Ark. 
lle1en 'Snnders, 'B. L ....... ~ ................ 'P<!itl'est City, Ark 
11 .. 1 "' .t'- A. B., Sunday Sth~ol Secrl!ta'\'y-.· ... :Sentonville, Ark. 
lh·we, A. B., Phys'ician ............. ~~ ............... ·~ioga, ·La. 
L. 1l;~q.,r. n. A. B., Govt Statistician ..... Washington, D. C. 
•mi'th, A. B., Pastor ..................... ~ ..•. Springdale, Ark. 
!della Gardiner, B. S., Teathe'r .. -.· ............. Bt!tler, Ark. 
lid ·ki""- B.'S., L-awyer .............. ~ ......... Magnolia, Ark 
CLASS <:iF I~. 
J. Wade, A. B., Pa~l' Ch.urth ....... ...... --. .. :£1 Do'tado, Ark. 
C. lJ, w;·1, A. B., Lawyer .......................... 'B~umont, Te~ 
F. <.ib t. A. B., Pastor thurcb .................. Ft. Smith, Ark. 
Joe .l•,.lll·•lll, -net Georgia Belle Moo'te, 'B. l.. .. Texarkana, Ark 
l>avid L. Harris, nee Claire Jackson, B. L ........... Dublin, Tex. 
M. Jones, A. 'B., Druggist ... , ... , . , ........ Magnolia, Ark 
ftlatt. nee Annie McCallum, B. L .............. .. ... 'Clinton, Ky. 
W. B. Ewing, nee Ida Weber, A. B ............... :Cart'is, Ark 
R r.: ·. A. B., Maynara Academy ............... Maynard, Ark 
A. Clover, A. B., Medical Student ............. Little Rock, Ark. 
Gus Haynes, nee Annie Black, 'B. L ................ Hope, Ark. 
G. Hn••m. A. B., Editor .......•............... Pocahontas, Ark. 
1- D. \\til am•. "'IN! Liuic Mary McCallum ......... Clinton, Ky. 
Ouachita- Central System. 
Bynum E. Hinton, B.S., Labor Dept ............ ·· W~shingt 
Mrs. Bain, nee Lizzie MeN utt, B. L .... -· . · · · · -·- · · Ltttle R 
T. E. Mears, B. S., Lawyer ........... --.·········· .Hambur 
Hampie Blaine, B. L .............. ·-. ·--.- .. · .. · .. ~onticel! 
CLASS 0.1!' 18118. 
Mrs. Wm. Fezell, nee Mayme Cook, B. L ....... ·.Arkadelphia_. r 
Ellie Gardiner, B. L .... · .. · .. · .... · .. · ........ · · · · "Warre~. rk 
Leon Head, A. B., 1st Lieut., U. S. Army· · · · · · · · · - · · - - · · · · ... T 
Mrs. T. E. Mears, nee Clarice McMannaway, B. L ... · .Hambu 
Ethel Nee!, B. L ................................. Little Rock. 
Bertha Reasor, B. L ................ -.. · .. · .. ····.Little Roc~ 
CLASS OF 1899. 
Laura Horn, A. B., Teacher ......... -.... · · · .. · · · · · ·- .Lestet, 
Mrs. W. E. McRae, nee Munnie Owen, A. B .. - ..... ElDorado. 
W. T. Am is, A. B., Pastor First Church .......... Hot Springs, 
Nannie Adams, A. B., Teacher ............... -.··· .Jonesboro r 
R. G. Bowers, A. B., Pastor Church.- ..... ·.·········· .Waco, I 
Mrs. J. S. Compere, nee Pen Lile, B. L .......... Ogbomasha, in 
Nin Elizabeth Beard, B. L., Teacher ....... •·········· .Howell• .. rk 
Mrs. W. E. O'Neal, nee Eva Humphries, B. L .... Hot Springs, <rl 
J. T. Meek, A. B ...................................... Denver,, ., 
J H Eugene Rosamond A. B., Physician ......... Grand Lake, '·. 
. . ' k' L. A. Rowland, A. B., Lawyer ............... - .... -Texa~ ana. 
Bertha Slaughter, A. B., Teacher ................... Manann~, 
R. A. Watson, A. B., Pastor Church ............... - . -.. Bermal La. 
CI.ASS 19QO. 
Leona Ball, A. B., School of Expression ......... -. -· ·Boston, l 
~lrs. Byron Herring, nee Ruth Gannaway, A. B.···· .Warren, , 
Eltha Kitchens, A. B ....... · ... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·Paragould,. 
A H Nuckolls A. B. Mass. Inst. Techno! ......... Pine Bluff, 
. . , . ·n \ 
C N James A B. Pastor Church ................ Morn ton, 
. . ' . ' Clint KYl '~'P. T. Walker, A. B ............... ""·" .. """.... ~ 
1 W. M. Briscoe, A. B., Teacher Ouachita College ... Arkadelpht~ \ 
· A B L Texarkana, B. A. Lew1s, . ., awyer .......... · · · ... · · ·. · · · · 
C E Scott A B Merchant. .................... · .. · Maynardc , 
. . ' . ., · Bl ff. '' 
D. B. Luck, A. B., Physician ..... · · · · · · - · · · · · · · · · · Pme H u \ 
D. W. McMillian, A. B., Lawyer- ...... · .. · .... ·· .. ··-·· ope, 
Cr.ASS OF !90I. 
T. A. Wood, A. B., Merchant .............. - ...... - . Monticell~ 
f)uacluia Colleg-~. 
lt p,vilson, A. B., Insurance Director ...•.. · ..... Fayetteville, Ark. 
J. ~non, A. B., .--Pastor Church .•...•...... : .. . Elkton, Ky. 
}.. (\,11 IIau, A. B ........ . ..... , ... , ,, •... , _, .. L tttle Rock, Ark. 
S l{ogers, A. B., Pastor Church ..................... Searcy, Ark. 
Jri Shaw, A. B., Principal Ouachita Academy ...... Maynard, Ark. 
J 'R-. /l!len, Principal High School. ................ Pirre Bluff, Ark. 
oas- M. Kee, A. B., Teacher .......................... DeLeon, Tex. 
p. Guest, A. B., Teacher ........................... B-enton, A:&:. 
'S. ltompere, A. B .. Foreign Missionary ........ Og'bomasha, Africa 
l(ary Lee, A. B., -- Teacher ................... El Dorado, Ark 
Ay.nes }3urton Beavers, B. L., Teacher ............... . Guthrie, Okla. 
Jlanche Lin~, B. L ................ , ..• . .• ,, ......... H~lena, Ark. 
Jettie J. Erwm, B. L ............................. Monttcello, Ark. 
.,rgia Gholston, A. B., Teacher ..•..............• .. . Trenton, Ark. 
l(rs. Lee Norris, nee Etta Green, A. B ............. . ElDorado, Ark. 
l(rs. L. L. DeCou. nee Cora Cole, B. L ............. . El Dorado, Ark. 
W'dlie Marks, B. L., Teacher ......•.....••.••....• . Kingsland, Ark. 
Ida f'eacock, B. L., Teacher . ........•••...•• . . . . Douglassville, Tex. 
)Irs. W. C. McMurrain, nee Birdie Orr, B. L ......... Wingfield, La. 
Cr.ASS OF 191)2. 
M. J. \r-,l!'rs. A B., Lawyer .......................... Warren, Ark. 
J. R. .lnders, A. B., Principal School. ......... . .... .. Portland, Ark. 
rle. Dod well, A. B .. . ........................ Arkadelphia, Ark. 
Lonnie Hall, A. B ...... .. ................ : ...... Arkadelphia, Ark. 
J. N. Lawlr~~. A. B., Student Rochester Seminary ... Rochester, N.Y. 
C. C. 'emley, A. B., Bookkeeper .............. . . Claremore, Ind. Tet. 
]. T. Shipman, A. B., Law Student .............. Ann Harbor, Mich. 
husta Pierce, A. B ................... , ............. Helena, Ark. 
lthel '.t'idwell, A. B., Teacher .....•••• , •• , • , .. , •.••. . l3uclrner, Ark. 
Cora Wnorlbttru, A. B., Teacher ....• . .•............ Jonesboro, Ark. 
D. M. Citty, B. L., Merchant . ..... . . . .... , ...• , .. •. .. .. Ozon, Ark. 
franc~~ 'Bordelon, B. L . .................. , .•..... Cotton Port, La. 
llrs. J. H. Little, nee Ola Dudley, B. t ...... , ...... Jonesboro, Ark. 
Mrs. J R. Anders, nee Mittie Williams, B. t ........ Portland, Ark. 
Cr.ASS OF 1!)03. 
C. Roy Pavis, A. B., with Sayers-Austin Lbr. Co .... Pine lJluff, Ark 
larl udolph, A B., Teacher High School ........ . Pine Bluff, Ark. ~ M. Caldwell, A. B., Teacher ...... , ........... New York City 
('~ G. 'l'bomasson, A. B., Insurance Agent ...... Magazine, Ark. 
Ouachita· Cmfral System. 
RarE. Pryor, A. B., :-Iedical Student. .. · .. ··········· .Chi~ago_ III 
Luther T. Grumbles, A. B., Pastor ........ ·. · .. · · ... ~Iagazme \ 
T S . ·- ~ \\'. Chas. \Vood, A. B., Student, S. B. . em mary .... Louisville ~ '·~\ J Powers Pace, A. B ........... · ... · · . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·.Atlanta c· 
. . a 
James P. Crawford, A. B., ~Ierchant. ..... - .. ·- ·.-- Pme Bluff, Ark. 
~Iary Forte Chandler. A. B ............. ·-. · · · · · · · · :\Iarianna, Ark 
;\[amie Evalyn Fultz, B. L., Teacher ....... - .. - · · · · · · ·Bearden, Ark 
AYis Blewett Rea,·es. B. L ................. ·.--·-.Little Rock, Ark. 
Janie E. Hen·ey, B. L .. . . . ... . . . ... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·····.Hope, Ark. 
Bertha Adams. B. L . . ......................... - .Arkadelphia. Ark. 
Theodore :\lc~lil\ian Blake, .\. D ............... . . Arkadelphia, Ark. 
Fannie Johnson, B. L ............................ Arkadelphia, \rk 
:1laude E. \\' eber, A. B., Teacher . . ............... Arkadelphia. Ark. 
Effie Allison. A. B ........ . ................... ···· · · .LaTour. Ark. 
:.It-,. Jack Ross. IICC Bertha Fish, B. L ............ . - . Palmyra, .-\rk 
CL.\SS Of I90-1-
.\. B. Hill, A. B., Tnsurance Agent. ...... . ......... ElDorado, .\rk. 
C. D. \Vood, Jr., A. B., Student, S. B. T. Seminary . ... Louisville. K) 
Jl. F. Vermi Ilion. A. B., Pastor. ..................... Roswell, X. ~ f. 
T. D. Atwood, A. B., Law Student. State University .. . . Austin, Tex 
C. L. Durrett. A. B., Cashier Bank .................... Strong, Ark 
]. L. Smith, A. B .. Principal :\[agazine-Ouachita Academy, 
1\lagaz i ne. Ark 
T. B. ~[eador. A. B .. ~Ierchant ..... . .. . .......... Arkadelphia. \ rk 
~I i,,- OJi,·c Kitchens. A. B . . .................... . . . . Paragould .. \rk 
Conservatory of Fine Arts. 
T89:l-
Piano: :\[rs. \V. H. Boothe, IICC }.[arv Kelso ...... Texarkana. ~Irs. Lena Williams, 11cc Hea1:d ... . ........ El Dorado .. \rk 
189-1-
Piano: 1\T rs. 'Mary Butler, 11ce Daniel. .......... .. .. Carthage. Tex 
:\Irs. Cnrtis 1\IcCluer. 11cc Lauba vV.ebcr . . .. . . O'Fallon. ~l 
:\Irs. R. N. Howell. IIC<' Effie -::--IcCallum ... . . Ashville.?\. ~ 
:\Irs. \ Valter Goodwin. 11cc Oli1·e Suggs ... . Pine Bluff .. -\r 
Fannie Brewer. Teacher ................ . . Texarkana. \r 
r895-
Piano : :\[rs. L. A. Jones. lll'l' Crace Clark ........... . . Jasper. 
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Mrs. Dr. Zaring, nee Alsey Ingram ...... . Tampico, Ind. 
r89(). 
L illie Brooks, Teacher ....................... Midyett Tex 
Lizzie Bu~le(, Teacher .................... Vinita, Ind. Ter: 
Mrs. Gattle Gresham ......................... Benoit, Miss. 
Mrs. Sam Reyburn, nee Lottie Neeley .... Little Rock, Ark. 
Mrs. J. _P. Wats~n, nee Fannie Haislip ...... Alexandria, La. 
Mrs. Ahce B. Miller ..................... West Point Miss 
*"1 J c ld ' . 1v rs. arne~ a well, nee Irene Earle ........ Benton, Ark. 
~frs. H. C. Pierce, nee Luna Hardage .......... Temple, Tex. 
r897. 
: Sue Belle Wood, Teacher Ouachita Conservatory, 
Arkadelphia, Ark. 
Gus Haynes, nee Annie Black ............... Hope Ark 
Anni.e Flatt, nee McCallum ................ Ciinto~, Ky: 
r898. 
Cora l\Iae Brown. Teacher .................. Warren Ark. 
:Mrs. l\1ay Lambert. .............. . ....... Monticello' Ark. 
Mrs . ~va Barnett, nee Ware ................. Lonok:, Ark. 
Nma Beard .............................. Howell, Ark. 
Etta Mae Clark, Teacher ....... . ........ Millville, Ark. 
Mrs. Dr. Rhienhart, nee Ida McDonald ... Camden, Ark. 
1899. 
Mrs. Rose, nee, Josephine Earle ............. Paris, Tex. 
Mrs. V. V. Easters, nee Hattie Hinton .. Texarkana, Ark. 
Mrs. J L. Hargrove, nee Lena Shirey .. Washington, D. C. 
:\Irs. \V. C. McMurrian, nee Birdie Orr ...... Wingfield, La. 
I9QO. 
Fannie :'vleek .............................. New York City 
1\'~rs. Jan. \Villiams, nee Pearl McPherson, Arkadelphia, Ark. 
Katherine Rowland, Teacher ................. Camden, Ark. 
Mrs. Sam Harrington, nee Bessie Chandler, Marianna, Ark. 
Lilla Porter ................................. Helena, Ark. 
l\Ir~. ]. L. Ingram, nee Zelma Cox .......... Stuttgart, Ark. 
Lut!e Lane .............................. Pine Bluff Ark 
Cora l\Iack, Teacher ..................... Bentonville: Ark: 
A. H. Briscoe, Teacher .................. Hot Springs. Ark. 
Cora ~Ia~k, Teacher ...................... Bentonville, Ark. 
or.•ocnt"'": Fanme l\Ieek .......................... New York City 
Lucy Denson ........................... Dermott, Ark. 
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Art: Mrs. Beuna Redwine, nee Baker ............ . ... .. . . . . . ·r I:Jta 
1901. 
Piano;- Dollie Flenniken, Teacher .•.........•....... Camden, , \ . _ 
Maud Haynes ........ : . ...... : ...... . ......... Hope. Arlc. 
Mrs. Geo. Beck, nee Ehse Pre_wttt. .... . .. Forrest City, Ark_ 
Mrs. Emmett. Kelly, nee Bertte Wallace ....... Hom•· r, La. 
Mae Gardenhtre, Teacher .......•............ Camden, Arlt 
Elocution: James Sterling Rogers, Pastor Church ... · .. Searcy, Atit; 
Willie Marks, Teacher ....•......... . .. Kmgsland, Arlr. 
1902. 
Piano: Mrs. Ross Moore, nee Lillie Byrd ......•... Pine Bluff, Arlt 
Willie Ball ............... - ..... . ....... Russellville, Ark.. 
J;ois Benn.£.!_t, Teacher ... . ..... . ....... . . Arkadelphia, Ark. 
Janelle Davis, Teacher .. . ........ . ...... . Russellville, 'Irk 
Mrs. Claude Bradford, nee Lizzie Gresham, 
Arkadelphia, A~ 
Mrs. Roy Curson, nee Pearl Hale ........... Jonesboro, A~ 
Lizzie Finn ....................... . ... . ... Monticello, Ark 
Bessie Johnson ............................ Augusta Ark 
Mrs. T. E. Guerin, nee Birdie Jordan .•....... Okolona; Ark 
Grace Morse ..... . ................ . .... .. Jonesboro, Ark 
Mrs. Keating, nee Ruth Shearer ............ McCrory. Ark 
Lauralee Powell, Teacher ......... . .......... Prescott. Ark 
Myrtle Wells . . ..................... . ..... Monticellot Ark 
Art: Terrie Chandler .................. .. . . ...... Marianna, Ark 
Lizzie Clare Hyatt . ............. . .... . ...... Monticello; Ark 
Oratory: J. N. Lawless, Student Seminary ..... . .. Rochester, N. Y 
Frances Bordelon ................... . ... Cotton Pott La. 
PIANO, 1903. 
Mae Helms, Teacher . .. . ... .... . .... . . ... ...... ... Texarka T~ 
Mrs. Irvin Rudolph, nee Blanche Adams . ..... .. . . Kansas City. Me 
Mary Midge Newby ................ . ......... .. ... .. . .. .. Mis 
Mrs. E. Johnson, nee Aline Boyett ..... . .. . ......... . . ... HoiX~t \ 
Mary Forte Clandler, Teacher .. . . ..... .. ... .. .. .. . South I ' • ., LI-
Lena Edwards . Teacher . .... .. .. . ...... . ... .. .. .. Arkadelp 
Rita Edwards, Teacher. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . h·• r '• 
Theodore Blake ...... . ..... . .. . .. . .. . ... . .. . .. .. Arkadelpb 
Pearl Wood, Special Pupil of Liebling . . . ... .. . ...... . -~ llt'" -
Ambo line McCorkle, Teacher ... . ... . . . ....... ........ ~tanl 
Effie Allison . . ... . .... . .. .... .......... . .. .. . .... .. La T 
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VOICJt, 1903. 
Briley, Teacher, Magazine Academy .••••..••.•.. Magazine, Ark. 
ART. 
Steadman· · · · · · • · . · .................•...•... Smackover, Ark. 
tl.OCU'l'ION. 
Hyatt.·········· .... · ....................... Monticello, Ark. 
J. 0. Banks, nee Mamie Trigg .•....•..•..••.•• Timpson, Tex. 
- • PIANO, I9Q4.. 
J(iss Lau~ H1ckey .................................. Fqrdyce, Ark. 
)I., Luctle Conger, Teacher Ouachita Conservarory, 
Arkadelphia, Ark. 
awrence Thrasher, nee Clara Frisby .•..•..•.... Gurdon, Ark. 
ART. • 
osamond ................. . ................ Par:agould, Ark. 
Carleton ................................. Lake Village, Ark. 
Business College. 
r896. 
Bookkeeping. 
R L. Johnson, 0. N. Lee, 
1897. 
Bookkeeping. 
J. P. Fendley, 
Shorthand. 
U. J. Cone, 
Hattie Marx, 
Edna .Beasley. 
r8g8. 
J. W. Brown, 
A. C. Stewart, 
Mark Owen, 
Shorthand. 
]. G. Bond, 
Jamie D. Ward, 
r899. 
Bookkeeping. 
R L. Carpenter, 
J. E. Ricketts.. 
Lona Riddle, 
Magnolia Rogers, 
]. G. Bond, 
C. V. Lester, 
J. M. Tate. 
Etta Mae Clark, 
Carrie Morris, 
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W. Poss, 
C. W. Cargile, 
Clyde Erwin, 
M. E. Chamberlin, 
Clarissa Pipkin, 
Frank Bennett, 
C. F. Collins, · 
C. C. Remley, 
W. P. Hale, 
J. L. Rogers. 
Ethel McLeod, 
Mamie Lee Crow, 
Ellen Simmons, 
Cora Thomas, 
J. L. Ragsdale, 
W. E. Craig, 
W. N. Hale. 
Shorthand. 
Kittie Kincheloe, 
E. S. Moore, 
J. T. Bussell, 
Jennie Benton, 
19()2. 
Bookkeeping. 
S. T. Robertson, 
V. L. Gresham, 
Stenography. 
C. B. Waddel 
Julia Clopton' 
' 
W. B. Nash, 
Annie Rudy, 
T. W. Hud'Son 
Lulu Ligon. ' 
P. D. Frisby, 
L. W. Amis, 
·n~u-en 'M. 'O;}{) ·u:w Ruth Wells, 
'uoqSJa:W al~ Florence Mears, 
'spu'eJ,!l a!uuoa: Mary Ross, 
'A:aJo::> -enaa 
Graduates, Bookkeeping-1903. 
M. J. Carter, 
Paul Dean, 
Graduates. 
Bishop Addye, 
Lula Cottingham, 
Ethel Turner, 
Lillian Manning, 
Ida Beasley, 
Elmore Regan, 
M. ]. Carter, 
Lyde Jordan, 
Addie Bishop, 
Loula Cottingham, 
Ethel Turner, 
Lillian Manning, 
Eda Beasley, 
George W. Nichols, E. F. Graves, 
Lide Jordan. Tennyson Wesson. 
Stenography and Typewriting-1903 
Ada Bumgardner, M. J. Carter, 
Eppie Beasley, Mary G. Coleman, 
Daisy Lee Scoggins, Pennie D. Frisby, 
Addie Roebuck, Nellie Weaver, 
Fay Harris, Fannie Johnson, 
Clarmont Dickson, 
1904· 
Bookkeeping. 
Paul Dean, 
E. F. Graves, 
B. C. Blakeley. 
Stenography. 
Ada Bumgartner, 
Eppie Beasley, 
Daisy Scoggins, 
Addie Roebuck, 
Fay Harris, 
Fannie Johnson. 
G. W. Nichols, 
Tennyson Wesson, 
M. J. Carter, 
Mary Gilder Coletnal 
P. D. Frisby, 
Nell Weaver, 
Elmore Regan, 
Twelfth YeaP. 
Catalogue 
And Announcement 
" 0 f . . • 
Central College, 
Conway, Arkansas. 
For Young Ladies. 
Opens Sept. 13, 1905, 
For Season of 1905-1906. 
Calendar for 1905-1906. 
1905. 
September 13, Wednesday, 9 a. m.-Session opens. 
November 16-I7-18-First quarterly examinations. 
November 21, Tuesday-Second quarter begins. 
November 30, Thursday-Thanksgiving holiday. 
December 22, Friday-Christmas holidays begin. 
1906. 
January 8. Tuesday-Re-opening after holidays. 
January rS-19-20-Second quarterly examinations. 
January 23, Tuesday-Third quarter begins. . 
February 17, Saturday-AnniverS'ary of Alpha Soc1ety. 
February 22, Thursday-Washington's Birthday. 
March 22-23-.24-Third quarterly examinations. 
March 27, Tuesday-Fourth quarter begins. 
March 7, Tuesday-Senior Theses submitted. . 
April 28, Saturday-Anniversary of Euzelian Society. 
May 23-24-25-Final examinations. 
May 26, Saturday-Joint session of the Literary Societies. 
May 27, Sunday-Baccalaureate Sermon. 
May 30, Wednesday-Graduating Exercises. 
Executive Board of Central College. 
w. W. RrvtRs, Chairman. J. FRANK JoNJts, Secretary. 
E. w. ROGUS, W. w. MARTIN, 
G. W. BRuct.. 
Central College. 
Officers of Administration and Instruction . 
W. W. RIVERS, M. A., Plu:siDJtNT. University of Mississippi; Uni-
versity of Chicago.) 
English and Logic. 
MISS EUNICE McDOWELL, M.A., PRINCIP.AI.. (Chowan Baptist 
College; Yale; University of Chicago.) 
Latin and Literature. 
MISS IDA E. FLUCKIGER, B. A. (Central College; Special Work 
in Europe.) 
Modern Languages. 
MISS LIZABETH McCUNE, B. A. (Ottawa University.) 
M athemotics and ScieHce. 
MISS UGUSTA THOMAS MOORE. (Full Graduate, Judson 
Female College.) 
History. 
JdiSS ARGARET ORR, B. S. (N. M. P. College.) 
Intermediate and Primary Departments. 
W. W. RIVERS, 
Business Manager. 
OutJCMta-Cnetral Syste,.. 
MARY BYRNE PARRISH, 
Secretary to the President. 
MISS ELIZABETH MOORE, 
Librarian. 
MISS MARIAN ELIZABETH FOSS. (Graduate New Englalld' 
Conservatory.) . 
School of Expression and Phy.ncal Culture. 
MISS AUGUSTA THOMAS MOORE. (Judson Female College. 
School of Art. 
MRS L YDA TERRILL WALLING, DW:CTOR op Music. (Mett'Ool 
. politan College of Music; Chicago Conservatory; Specii\ 
Work under Drs. Hanchett, Foote, and others.) 
Piano, Pipe Organ and Harmony. 
MISS JESSIE BURNES CALDWELL, B. A.. M. M. (Bosto~t 
Conservatory.) 
Piano. 
MRS. LYDA T. WALLING, 
Stri111ged Instruments. 
ALIDA HARNWELL. (Mollineaux Conservatory, New 
MRS. York City, under Gionetti, Ewoni and Mme. Rudesdolph.) 
Voice Culture. 
MISS ELIZABETH W. MOORE. (Judson Female College.) 
Practice Teacher. 
MRS. W. W. RIVERS, 
Matron. 
MRS. JOSIE HILDRETH, 
H ovsekeeper. . ' 
Central College. 
Hlatory. 
This College is the outgrowth of a desire of the Baptists 
of rkansas to have under their fostering care an institution 
,·~1teJ exclusively to the higher education of young ladies. 
is desire first began to materialize at Eureka Springs, in 
t)le fall of 189o, when in convention there assembled, the 
aJlli~ts adopted a resolution, offered by Col. G. W. Bruce, 
pd ppointed a committee to report at their next annual 
t[u upon the "necessity, advisability, and practicability 
of bnil tlin.E{ a college for the separate and exclusive education 
of .males in this State." At the appointed time, at Arka-
phia, in October, 1&}1, this committee reported with 
WJanimity in favor of such an institution, and the report 
was adopted by a unanimous vote of the convention. This 
stitution, then, is the property of the Arkansas Baptist 
v~.:ntinn, and its affairs are conducted by a Board of 
Trustees appointed by that body. Under this management 
the Cnl!eg-~ has constantly grown in equipment, patronage, 
and fluence. 
Location. 
In the spring of 1&}2, ground was broken, and the 
elations of the College were laid at Conway, a thrifty 
...,n of 2,500 people on the Little Rock and Fort Smith 
lroncl. thirty miles north of Little Rock. This beautiful 
-.,n is situated on the edge of a high, rolling prairie, one 
lllile fjouth of a range of the Ozark Mountains, and hence is 
jcct neither to rigorous winters nor to sudden climatic 
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changes, so inj~dous to delicate constitutions; . an~ yet its 
altitude is sufficient to give freedom from malanal Itlf • 
ences, while the fresh breeze's from the prairie render the 
climate pleasant in the oppressive months of summer. Par .. 
ents may rest assur~d that their daughters co~ld not be mo11 
favorably placed in respect to all external ctrcumstan of 
topographical or climatic influences. 
Aims. 
This school, owned and controlled by the Baptists, ailllll 
at Christian education in the highest sense. The religio 
views of its patrons are respected, and the pupil.s are allow 
to attend the church of their choice as far as practica 
without int~rfering with proper discipline. It is our pur .. 
pose to educate girls to be strong i~ intellect, in s~ ~~path) , 
in love of right; to set in motion an mfluence that wlll mak:As 
the standards in education and society better ; to cultiv 
a love for what is really beautiful and true. We would fit 
our girls for the grandest sphere in life-that of w ife and 
mother in a refined and cultured home. This training the 
better enables her to become a "bread-winner," should nee 
sity demand it. . . . 
We, by no means, neglect the social s.tde of. the .!;trl 
life but fit her for ease of manner in pohte soctety. W~ ha~e none of the dissipations of the "city finishing ·:h I 
that so frequently wreck the health of girls, nor the dtstratl 
tions which prevent growth. 
Buildings and Grounds. 
f h. h olli The campus consists of about ten acres o tg , r 
land on the outskirts of the town. The growing shade 1''l ' 
b d lr' \. • shrubs and flowers , the curving walks and roa ' · 
. k a T' ~t 
varying the srnooth green expanse, combme to rna e ~ 
h tly r ·Ll' attractiJte lawn. The ladies of Conway ave recen 
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a verY handsome fountain on the campus, which adds much 
to the beauty of the grounds. Near the center of the grounds 
tand~ an elegant three-story brick building, erected espe--
dallY for and adapted to the wants and conveniences of 
Joung ladi~s. H~re under th~ .same roof are the school 
lt)OIIlS, famtly rooms, parlors, dmmg hall, library room, con-
cert hall, and ample quarters for about one hundred boarders. 
F'aculty and Methods. 
The teachers are chosen for their peculiar fitness for 
eteir pective departments. They hq.ve graduated from 
our best institutions of learning, and afterwards have special-
ized at a university or conservatory. 
They do not confine themselves to class room instruc-
tion. Their influence extends to the daily life of the students, 
ben·, on account of their close relation in the College 
flome, they are friends and advisers. Everywhere, the 
tnching- is distinctly and positively religious,-the great 
fundamt'nlal truths of the Bible being inculcated both by 
ecept and example. 
The methods used are modern in so far as they have 
stood the test of experience. They are such as will teach 
pupils how to study, and will cultivate in them habits of 
applirati' ,n and self control requisite to the building up of 
true manhood. The pupils are taught that study means 
trork, but agreeable work. 
Equipment. 
The building is lighted by electricity, and supplied 
8 
:'11111! with hot and cold water, which is secured from 
!he P well. We have our own system of water-works. 
re are well ararnged bath rooms on each floor. The 
alrling has recently been fitted up with a steam heating 
»>ant. th' • ts not only adds to the comfort, cleanliness and 
Ouac!zita-Central Sy>sle,, 
for the study of history, civil government and P<>liti 
economy. 
Central College Magazine. 
The Literary Societies publish the Central College M 
azine, which enables them to gain practical experience~ 
b . tt d . . h' tn usmess rna ers an arouses an mterest m t etr literar' 
work. The Magazine has been a great help in the past, and 
it is proposed to improve it in the future. 
Laboratory. 
While our laboratory is not large, it is equipped with 
apparatus sufficient for ordinary experiments, and it is bei 
added to as requirements demand. 
School of Mualc. 
The importance of this department can hardly be over ... 
estimated. We feel no hesitancy in stating that, in additio 
to the correct musical knowledge usually acquired by good 
pianists, we offer such advantages for higher study as wilJ 
make it to the interest of those resolved to become speciali 
to enter our School of Music and devote their whole time to 
this art. 
It is our aim to advance the pupils as rapidly as their 
ability and the time they conscientiously give to the work 
will admit. Particular attention is given to a correct begif11 
ning, for we realize that the foundations must be most care-
fully laid. A pure taste and accurate execution is cultivate I 
from the first, in order to secure finished musicians in tech-! 
nique and interpretation. This school is supplied with eleveJI 
pianos, cottage organ, and pipe organ. This school has 
already taken a high rank, and it is our purpose to improve it. 
Pipe Organ. 
Students of this instrument must have good attainmen 
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l iann playing, and ought to join the classes_ of Harmony, 
·r mint. and Musical Form, as these studtes are of spe-
in p• ,r t :lrKt: to organists. A special course is provided 
those who wish to become professional church organists. 
!Jl p tl ,;)~ will have opportunity for playing ~n public, either 
ill c ,11c~rh or during chapel services. The student of exce~­
na technical ability, who has passed through the theoreti-
cal .--.aminal inm successfu_lly, will be en~itled to a Diploma, 
1111 the title of Graduate m Organ Mustc. 
Teachers' Training Course. 
Two years ago we instituted a course for the training 
of tt'; chl:r for work in the public schools, and _it will be 
nt11 nw• in the future. It prepares the student m Theory 
and J 'racti~:e and School Management and takes a rapid re-
nr of public school studies, with stress laid on the manner 
of prt:•Lnting them to a class. It is taken up the latter part 
of the session, and- can be carried on by those pursuing a 
gnla course. Quite a number of our students who are in 
the hi••h t r classes avail themselves of this opportunity that 
heY may be better prepared for work, while it is almost 
·, 11~1 en.-.ahk to those who have never taught or wish to 
eecure a higher grade license. 
Primary Department. 
T his department has recently been added to the school 
and is intended to do the work necessary to fit the girls for 
the l 'rqnrat' .r~ Department. It will consist of four grades. 
Th~n· is a special teacher in this department, and she is 
«i ... tt.:d by the teachers in the regular college work-in art, 
(Tl -~i' 111 and physical culture. 
Central College Cottage Association . 
\Ve have had many applications from young women 
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who are anxious for a college education and will find . 
. . d . T tt necessary to economtze m or er to secure 1t. o meet the 
needs of these worthy and ambitious girls, the Central Cot ... 
lege Cottage Association has been formed and accomm~ 
tions have been provided for twelve or sixteen studen 
This cottage will be under the supervision of the Con~· 
and its matron will have the powers of a teacher. ' 
At the oottage, the young ladies do all the work for 
themselves, no servants being hired for anything. They do 
their own housekeeping and cooking, under the direction of 
a matron, who will judiciously divide the work so that no 
one will be overburdened. 
With this arrangement, it is estimated that a student 
can bring her board and tuition within the neighborhood of 
$roo.oo for the entire session. The accommodations are 
limited, and the applicant must furnish evidence that she is 
worthy and unable to pay the regular rates. Write us for 
further information. 
Medals. 
Every incentive will be offered for excellency in the 
different departments. Mr. J. H. Black, of Hope, has 
offered a gold medal for the young lady making· the highest 
grade in housekeeping. The Board of Trustees offer one 
for the highest scholarship. Mrs. Jo Frauenthal has given 
one in voice. There will probably be others m different 
departments. 
The Home. 
An excellent fea.ture of this institution, and one in whicfl 
all thoughtful parents are interested, is its excellent, conve· 
nient and well-arranged College Home. This is presided 
over by the President and his wife, assisted by the teachers. 
The Lady Principal will have especial supervision over the 
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ladies in the Home. The young ladies are members 
the family, and are carefully looked. after in re.ga~d. to 
ir studies, health, exercise, and habtts. The dtsctplme 
·1 J yet firm and made to conform as nearly as possible j5 Jlll I , t 
that of a Christian household. 
to All freedom that is consistent with safety and good 
t:'rmnen is allowed; but every thoughtful parent will 
~er rand that there must be more restrictions in a large 
~~oardlng school than in any private family. . . 
All pupils from a distance should board in the msbtu-
tiOfl· We cannot be responsible for them when they are 
QJtt.rcd through the town. 
arents can not overestimate the importance of board-
ing their daughters in the College. Here they entertain no 
np<lllY ; they are not exposed to inclement weather ; they 
lose no time on account of rainy days; they have the careful 
•tentinn of the teachers at all times, and many other real 
ad\'anta~:;~s which no private family can afford. 
Requirements. 
Each boarder-teacher as well as pupil-must provide 
lerself with all needed toilet articles, napkins, one pair of 
he s, one pair of pillow cases, one pair of blankets, and 
one white counterpane. In audition to this, each one is re-
uireci to bring a plate, cup, saucer, knife, fork, and spoon, 
to be used in her room in case of sickness. 
Uniform. 
For convenience and economy, as well as for placing a 
J:heck upon the extravagances of such as are fond of display 
and to remove all causes of mortification on the part of those 
1Vho are unable to afford it, we have adopted a neat and 
'nexpt> 1siw uniform to be worn on aU public occasions. In 
no case will it cost, complete, more than $12.50, including 
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the modified Oxford cap. This uniform will, with pro~ 
care, last two years. 
Pupils will bring plain white dresses, to be worn as 
uniform during the first month of school. For Commen 
ment nothing but plain white dresses is allo~ed. The can~ 
didates for degrees wear Oxford gowns and caps on the day 
of graduation. 
It will save trouble and expense if mothers will provid 
at least three white shirt-waists for their daughters; also a 
plain walking-skirt to be worn until uniforms are purch 
For everyday use plain dresses must be worn, such as 
would be suitable at hom~alicoes, gingha~s and the like. 
These regulations are insisted upon, and we hope that 
parents will assist in maintaining them. 
To Our Patrons. 
It is important that all pupils be present on the first day 
of the session and remain to its close. The loss of a few da}'f 
at any time during the term is a serious matter to the pupil~ 
Every class has certain work to do which cannot be sus-
pended nor retarded to suit the convenience of members who 
are absent. As a rule, pupils who visit home during the 
session become discouraged and suffer loss. 
Parents and guardians will be cordially welcomed to 
visit their daughters and wards, and to see for themsel 
the College, its spirit and its methods ; but other visitol1 
seriously interrupt study and dissipate the thoughts of the 
students therefore we request that parents will not encout'l 
age the~, nor ask us to allow that their daughters receill 
such visitors except for excellent reasons. , 
No visitors or day students are admitted to ~tude1tt· 
rooms without permission from the Principal. 
Pupils are not allowed to spend the night away from the 
College unless they are accompanied by their parents or 
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pre cnt a written request from them. If the President thinks . 
))eSt he may refuse even then. Correspondence is restrictd 
to the pupil's immediate family, unless parents furnish the 
prcsi• en with a list of those with whom their children may 
rr~sp• Jtlfl. All letters bearing other postmarks are for-
" ardeJ to parents for examination. All letters, whether in-
coming· or outgoing, must pass through the hands of the 
pre~lrlent or Lady Principal, and are subject to inspection. 
No young lady is allowed to leave the premises unless 
acc .. rnpanied by some one of the teachers. 
Parents should always confer with the President or 
Lady Principal when called on to incur any expense not 
ntic:pat ·d. 
All questions regarding studies, examinations, habits, 
aocial pri ·ikM"e .... visits, and recreations, must be decided by 
the rt esidcnt, and all communications from parents respect-
ing the same should be sent "to him direct, and not through 
the tnedium of the pupil. 
Pupils will be charged for damage done by them to the 
llthool property. The occupants of the several rooms will 
be held responsible for the damages done in their rooms. 
Accessibility. 
C.Jnway can be reached by pupils from almost any part 
of the State on the day they leave their homes, and pupils 
re t ntmg- can reach nearly any part of thj:! State the same 
day they leave Conway. 
Honors and Me.dals, 1903-1904. 
Medals. 
The Trustees' gold medal awarded for highest scho 
ship, to Miss Jennie Webb. 
The Mrs. Leo Schwarz gold medal for best perfoml 
in piano music, to Miss Mabel Vann. 
Gold medal for greatest improvement in music was 
awarded to Miss Lily Sims. 
The J. H. Black gold medal awarded for highest grad 
in housekeeping, to Miss Lula Thurston. 
Gold medal for greatest improvement in junior musil 
class was awarded to Miss Eula Hartley. 
Catalogue of Students 
For Year Ending May 31 , 1905. 
Degree Gt'aduates. 
N arne. County. 
Hamilton, Mary ............................... Faulkner 
Hartley, Eula ................................. Faulkner 
Jones, Emma ................................. Faulkner 
Lair, Bessie ................................... Faulkner 
Terry, Ethel.. ................................... Union 
Graduate In Plano and Expression . 
Vann, Mabel .......... " ....................... Conway 
Register of Pupils .. 
Name. County. 
ckerman, Gipa ................................ Pulaski 
Allen, Audrey ..................................... Clay 
Allen, Lucy .................................... Conway 
Allen. Lucille ..............•................... Conway 
Allinder, Lyde ................................ Faulknet 
nderson, Willie ............................. Faulkner 
Akin, Nannette ............................... Faulkner 
nderson, Laura .............................. Faulknet 
derson, Ola .........•...........•..•....••. Faulknet 
nderson, Louise ...........................•. Faulkner 
nderson, Charles ............................ Faulkner 
rmistead, Rufus ....•........................ Faulkner 
tkeison, Lillian ..........................•... Missouri 
-13aldwin, Mrs-. A. D ........................... Faulkner 
!Beasley, Frank .................................. Ashley 
Barber, Blonnie ..........•...............••...•.. Perry 
Barry, Alice ....................................... Yell 
lackburn, Weimer ............................ Johnson 
Bolling, Florence ............................. Crawford 
raudaway, Esther ............................ ConWal( 
Campbell, Vera ............................... Faulkner 
Ouachita· Central System. 
Canada, Fay .•................•...•.....•.•.. Faulkner 
Carter, Katie ......................•..•....... Faulkner 
Choate, Jessie ...................•..•••.....•.. Johnson 
Clary, Katie ...................•...•..•..•..... Faulkner 
Clary, Rowena ..........•............•......• Faulkner 
Clary, Martha ............•......•............ Faulkner 
Clary, Dan ...............•................... Faulkner 
Cleveland, Annie .................................. PoPe 
Condray, Lois ................................ Faulkner 
Cook, Bobbie ......................•.......... Faulkner 
Cook, Ralph .................................. Faulkner 
Cook, Lewis ...............•.................. Faulkner 
Couser, Hettie ......... .' ......................... Clark 
Donnell, George ............................. Tennessee 
Dean, Lizzie ................................•..... Yell 
Duni:vin Anna .... ............... ............ Craighead 
D'univin, Bertha ............................. Craighead 
Dyke, Viola ..•.••............................ Faulkner 
Easton, Anna ................................ Woodruff 
Eudaley, Willie .............................. Lawrence 
Evans, Edith . ...................... . ......... Faulkner 
Flippen, Minnie .............................. Faulkner 
Frauenthal, Mrs. Jo .......................... Faulkner 
.Frauenthal, Ruth ............................. Faulkner 
Frauenthal, Gladys ............................ Faulkner 
Gaines, Gussie ...................... , .......... Pulaski 
Gaines, Willie ................................•. Pulsaki 
Gaines, Amy ................................... Pulaski 
Green, Verna .. . .............................. Faulkner 
Grielle, Ruby ..................... , ........... Faulkner 
Greer, Larine .. ..... , ......................... Faulkner 
Hale, Isabel.. .......... 0 •••••••• , •••••••••••••• Pulaski 
Hamilton, Mary ...................... ........ Faulkner 
Harris, Ruby ................................. Woodruff 
Harris, Myrtle ................................ Faulkner 
Harris, Lena .........•....................... Woodruff 
Harris, Magg\e ............................... Faulkner 
Harrison, Ersel ....... 0 •••••• • •••••••••••••••• Faulkner 
Hartley, Eula ......................•......... Faulkner 
Hartley, Lily .•....•...... ... ................. Faulkner 
Hartley, Verna ............. 0 ••••••••••••••••• Faulkner 
Omlral 'Colleg-1!. 
Higgs, Grace .................................... Johnson 
lli!dTeth, Sallie ..............•......••.••.•.... Phillips 
Hill, Dulcie ........................... Indian Territory 
Hobbs, Maude .....•..........•..•...••.••.••.. Conway 
Hogan, Bertha ........................... ......... Yell 
Isgrig, Rosie .......................... ..... ... Faulkner 
Izard, Fannie ....................... . ...... St.- Francis 
Izard, Milton ...................... . ........ St. Francis 
Jzard, Herman .............................. St. Francis 
J ett, Alice ..................................... Johnson 
Jenkins, Effie .............. ... ................... Perry 
Johnson, Ethel.. ................................ Greene 
Jones, Emma ................................. Faulknet 
King, Annabel. . ................................ F'ulton 
Lair, Bessie .... .................. ............ Faulkner 
Lea. LuciUe .................................. Faulkner 
Lincoln, Rose ................................. Faulkner 
l.ittle, Mildred ............................... Faulkner 
Little, Julian ................................. Faulkner 
Long, Florrie ..................................... Pope 
'McCurry, Lucy .................................. Stone 
Merrill, Howard .............................. Faulkner 
Merrill, Mildred .............................. Faulkner 
:Moore, Elizabeth .............................. Alabama 
Morgan, Ludie ............................... Woodruff 
Neville, Grace ....•...................••...... Faulkner 
Owen, Dorris ................................. Faulkner 
.Parrish, Mary Byrne ........................... . Green 
'Patterson, Thelma ............................ Faulkner 
Pence. Delia ......... ,o ....................... Faulkner 
Raleigh, Cecil.. ............................... Faulkner 
:Ringgold, Ida ............. . ....... , ........... Faulkner 
'Ringgold, Eunice .....................•....... Faulkner 
Rivers, Thurston .................. ........... Faulkner 
'Robbins, Julia ................................ Faulkner 
Schwarz Mrs. Lee ............................ Faulkner 
Sevier. Ethel. ................................ Faulkner 
Slaughter, Olive ....................... Indian Territory 
Simms, 4ily .................................... Chicot 
Sims, Flossie .......................... ln.dian Territory 
Ouaclt.ita· Central System; 
Sims, Ora .........................•.•. Indian Territocy 
Simmons, Cora .......................•....... Woodruff 
Smith, Viola ..............................••. Crawford 
Smith, Flqy ................................... Faulkner 
Smith, Leila .........................•.....••. Faulkner 
Smith, Laura ......................•............ Lincoln 
Smith, Theodore .........•.................... Faulkner 
Stephenson, Grace ..................•............ Chicot 
Sullivan, Beulah .....................•.........•. Boone 
Terzy, Ethel ..................•.............•... Union 
Thurston, Lulu .............................. Tennessee 
Thompson, Nora ................................ Fulton 
Tygart, Mae ..............................•.•... Logan 
Underhill, Blanche ............................ Faulkner 
Vann, Mabel. ................................ Faulkner 
Watson, Leila ................................. Faulkner 
Webb, Jennie ................................ Crawford 
Wofford, Nanie .............................. Crawford 
Westerfield, Jessie ................................ Pope 
Witt, Beulah ................................ . Faulkner 
Wofford, Belle ...•........................... Crawford 
Wright, Ollie ................................... White 
Pupils in Special Departments. 
Allen, Audrey 
Anderson, Willie 
Bolling. Florence 
Barry, Alice 
Barber, Blonnie 
Clary, Katie 
Clary, Rowena 
Dunivan, Anna 
Dean, Lizzie 
Evans, Edith 
Eudaley, Willie 
Fraucnthal, Ruth' 
Frattenthal, Gladys 
Greer, Lorine 
Piano. 
Hildreth, Sallie 
Harris, Lena 
Harris, Myrtle 
Hill, Dulcie 
Haile, Isabel 
Izard. Fannie 
Johnson, Ethel 
King, Annabel 
Long, Fl6rrie 
Livingston, Minnie 
Moore, Elizabeth 
Morgan, Ludie 
McCurry, Lucy 
Neville, Grace 
Robins, Julia 
Sevier, Ethel 
Simms, Lily 
Simmons, Cora 
Sims, Ora 
Sullivan, Beulah 
Smith, Laura 
Slaughter, Olive 
Smith, Floy 
Smith, Leila 
Smith, Viola 
Stephenson, Grace 
Thurston, Lula 
Vann, Mabel 
Atkcison, Lillian 
Baldwirt. Mrs. A. D. 
Braudaway, Esther 
tarter, Katie 
c '"dray, Lois 
fo.rd, Fartnie 
,Allen, Lucy 
Jarry, Alice 
leasley, Frank 
Choate, Jessie 
londray, Lois 
Donnell. George 
flogan, Bertha 
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Ringgold, Ida Wofford, Belle 
Ringgold, Eunice 
Voice. 
Eudaley, Willie Ringgold, Ida 
Frauenthal, Mrs. Jo Schwarz, Mrs. Lee 
Hobbs, Maude Stephenson, Grace 
Livingston, Minnie Underhill, Blanche 
Lincoln, Rose Vatu}, Mabel 
Violin. 
Sims, Flossie 
Expression. 
Isgrig, Rosie Sevier, Ethel 
Johnson, Ethel Sullivan, Beulah 
Jett, Alice Underhill, Blanche 
Morgan, Ludie Vann, Mabel 
Ringgold, Ida Westerfield, Jessie 
Stephenson, Grace Witt, Beulah 
Alumni Association . 
Officers of Alumni Association. 
H~I~ DuNAWAY, President. 
MAUD HoBBS, Vice-President. MRS. AuGUSTA KrRTJ;:N ,. 
• ·' • reta 
FANNY VAUGHTER, Treasurer. 
CLASS OF 1fl95. 
Mrs. Callie Buck (nee Grisard)....................... bi n T 
CLASS OF 189(5. 
Hetty Dunaway ...................................... Conw Ark 
Mrs. Alva Forbes (nee Maynes) ....... ~ ......... Caruthersvil! Mo. 
Mrs. Fannie Hogan (flee Dunaway) ............. , ... Batesvill Ark 
Mrs. Georgie Hendrickson (nee Sanders) ............. Conw Ark 
Florence Hamilton, Teacher .•... : . ................... Conwa At\ 
Mrs. Josie Cannon (nee Lile) ........................ J ot ~·h>r J. La 
Flora Peeples ..................................... Indian T · tit 
Mrs. Mary Flenniken (nee Riley) .................. El Dorad011 Ark 
CLASS OF 1897. 
Mrs. Ruth Easley (nee Stephan) ................... Little Ro~ rk 
Mrs. W. G. Dillard (nee Mary Underhill) ............ McCro~ Ark 
Mrs. Flora Stark (nee Har<lin) ................... . . . . ConwaJI Ark 
Mrs. Molli~ Jones (nee Cannon) .................. . .. Magnoli~ Ark 
CLASS OF 18gB. 
Kate Lancaster ............. , .................... Dardanelle. 
CI,ASS OF 189\). 
Julia Rogers, Teaclf'er ............................. Paragould. ArW 
Mrs. Claudia Rorex (nee Marsh) .................. Maynard1 rk 
Gertrude Tompkins ................................. Auburn. At. 
Ida E. Fluckiger, Teacher Central College .. .. .... . ... Conway, \ \;. 
Ida Nance, Teacher .......................... .. .. . . DeQueen, \ k 
CLASS OF 1900. 
Mrs. Bertye Bruce (nee Mills) ...................... El Paso, r 
Madie Dickson, Teacher .. . ............... . .......... Rhodessa4 Lac 
IIJ'eacher .................... • ..• -..•... El Do'tado, Ark. 
~rten (nee Augusta Simms)_ ..•.•...•. Lake Village, Ark. 
CLASS OF I!)GI. 
J. G. Lile (Kee Emma McLure) ................. Conway, Ark. 
aanna. Tea1:her .............................. A'tgentll, Ark. 
Bitt. Teacher .................................. Gurdon, Ark. 
Word ....... · .. · · · · •· ·• · · .... • ... · ........ Forest City, Ark 
){arY Wright (nee Edwards) ............... Buena Vista, Ark 
ine Williamson ................................. Heber, Ark. 
5a11,kr... Teacher.· ............................... Hazen, Ark. 
cr. AS'S OF 19Q2. 
Bruce ........................................ Conway, Ark 
Vaughter ...•. · · ·. • .....•.........•..•..•... Conway, Ark. 
IJarrison, Teacher Central College •.•.••...... Conway, Ark. 
Sarah Harton, Teacher .....•....•.......•..•... Conway, Ark. 
E. T. Slack (nee Ola Shackelford) ............. Okolona, Ark. 
Glenn ..........••.•...•.•........••..•........ Benton, Ark. 
Hobbs, Teacher .......................... Plummerville, Ark. 
John Winham ( Kee Dicie Scroggins) ......... Morrillton, Ark. 
CI.ASS OF 1903. 
Un. L.A. Morton (Kee Nellie Love) .••.••.•. Mountain Home, Ark. 
Miss Lena O'Shields, Teacher ......•........••.••. Southland, Ark. 
CI.ASS OF 1904 
Miss Maggie Denison. Teacher ...................... Conway, Ark. 
Miss Daisy Terry ................................ . ElDorado, Ark. 
Miss Lucy Livingston ............................... Conway, Ark. 
Miss Bessie Hortje, Teacher ..................•...... Preston, Ark. 
CI.ASS OF J1})0. 
lrlrs. 1\ertye Bruce (nee Mills) , ............•...•..•. El Paso, Ark. 
)iadie [ li~ bnn, Teacher ..........•.....•..•..•...... Rhodessa, La. 
Ellie T:-.tl\m, Teacher .............................. El Dorado, Ark. 
)Irs. W. Kirten (nee Simms) ...........•.. , ..•. Lake Village, Ark. 
)Irs. J. G. Lile (nee Emma McClure) ................ Conway, Ark. 
CI.ASS OF 1901. 
lllattie Hanna, Teacher .............................. Argenta, Ark. 
tA>ra Hitt, Teacher .................................. Gurdon, Ark. 
:try Word .................................... Forrest City, Ark. 
lr Mary Wright (nee Edwards) ............... Buena Vista, Ark. 
Ouachita-Central System. 
Josephine Williamson .......... · .. · .. • .. • .... ·•··· .. · .Heber. 
' rk Lou Sanders, Teacher ............... · .......... ·•···· .Hazeu_ '\r 
CI.ASS OF 19<)2. 
Daisy Bruce ............... ··•····••·•·••··•··••·•· .. Conwa:rr Art.. 
Fannie Vaughter ................... ·· .... ·••· ···· ... Conway, Ar\:,. 
Elsie Harrison, Teacher Central College .............. ConWay, Arl:. 
Mrs. Sarah Harton, Teacher .......... • · •.. · · · · · · • · • . Conway, Arft. 
Mrs. E. T. Slack (nee Ola Shackelford) ............. Okolona, Arft. 
Mary Glenn ................... · .. • .. ···••• .. • .. ··•· .. Benton, Arlt,. 
Maud Hobbs, Teacher .......................... Plummerville; Ark, 
Mrs. John Winham ("ee Dicie Scroggins) ......... Morrillton, Ark. 
CLASS OF 1903. 
Mrs. L.A. Morton (nee Nellie Love) .....•... Mouptain Home; Arlr. 
Lena O'Shields, Teacher .................•.... · ... Southland, Arlt.. 
CI.ASS OF 1904-
Miss Maggie Denison; Teacher .•.....•...•.•..•...... Conway, Ark. 
Miss Bessie Hartje, Teacher .......................... Preston, Ark. 
Miss Daisy Terry .................................. El Dorado, Ark. 
Miss Lucy Liviniston ................................ Conway, Ark. General Information 
Applying to both Ouachita 
and Central Colleges. · 
Conditions of Admission 
To Either School . 
Pupils from other institutions, bringing certificates oi 
proficiency in the Preparatory Courses outlined on another 
page, will be admitted to the Freshman Class, with the pro. 
vision that the students admitted on certificate are on proba. 
tion ancl must prove their ability to do the College work as 
condition of remaining with the class. Pup_ils who do not 
bring such certificates will be examined on the subjects out-
lined under "Schedule of Preparatory \Vork." 
Pupils will usually not be given credit for work in 
College braHchcs. Any who expect such credit must submit 
a certificate from their last teachers, giving in detail the 
work on the basis of which advanced standing is desirerl. 
Schools. 
Instruction is given in the following schools : 
I. Phi losophy. 
II. Dible. 
III. Latin Language and Literature. 
IV. Greek Language ancl Literature. 
V. Mathematics. 
YI. 
VII. 
VIII. 
IX. 
X. 
l\Ioclern Languages ancl Literature. 
English Language and Literature. 
History and Political Science. 
Sciences. 
Pedagogy. _.J 
Courses of Study. 
School of Philosophy. 
PRESIDENT CoNGER. 
The subjects are treated mostly by topics. Wherever conflicting 
-t.lliiLanr•PS arc encountered, the various arguments and their necessary 
are presented to the student and he is encouraged to in-
and judge for himself. 
e endeavor to present the basal principles of all knowledge and 
so as to avoid bigotry on the one hand and skepticism on the 
In P sychology the student is referred to his own consciousness 
the tina! test of all psychical truth. 
The principal theories of ethics are carefully considered and ap-
to questions of duty-individual. domestic, social, civic, and 
r. Logic. Hyslop. Three hours a week. First Term. (57.)* 
2. Psychology. Dewey. Three hours a week. Second Term. 
Ethics. Gregory. Two hours a week. First Tenn. (38.) 
4· History of Philosophy. Weber. Two hours a week. First 
d Second Terms. (76.) 
r and 2 ars required of candidates for all degrees. 
School of Bible Study. 
PROFESSOR MAHAN. 
The purpose in this course is to impress the unique fact that the 
is a history of God's revelation of fl imself to man. Also to 
the pupil to know the Scriptures and especially to enable the 
rial student to ''rightly divide the word of truth." The fol-
incl icates the work proposed : 
I. T he Study of the Old Testam ent. The English Bible is the 
book. Special attention is given to the periods of Old Teita-
hi story, prominent persons. substances of the books, etc., that the 
may become familiar with the facts and ,general teachings of 
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the Old Testament. Three hours a week. Fall Te~m. (57.) 
2. The Stwdy of the New Testametlt. The English New 1 
ment is the text-book; also Broadus' Harmony of the Gospels, 'r ta 
object is to make the student familiar with the New Testament, i ~ 
chronology and teaching, and skilled in the use of it. The lif: Ita 
Christ will be a special feature. Three hours a week. 1l :f 
Term. (57.) 
The Geography of the Bible, Biblical Introduction, and lnte~ 
Biblical History are taught in connection with courses 5 and 6. 
3· Systematic Therl'logy. Text-book, Dr. A. H. Strong's , 
This alternates with Old Testament studies and comes twice a Weelg 
Fall Term. (38.) 
4. H omiletic.s. Text-books; Broadus' "Preparation and [), "" 
of Sermons," or Pattis-on's "Making of the Sermon." This embra 
written work, exposition, analysis of the texts, etc. 
Course 4 alternates with course 2 twice a week. Spring T, 
(JB.) The entire course is required of all ministerial students. and 
is open to all literary students of sufficient advancement. 
Courses 1 and 2, Freshman year. Courses 3 and 4, .~ p '•m' r 
year. 
School of Latin . 
PROFESSOR MOORE. 
Applicants for admission to this school should have complet a 
course made up of grammar, prose composition, reading and m. th• I 
ogy. as follows: 
First Year.-Bennett's Foundations of Latin. Easy selection$ for 
reading. Brief colloquia. ' 
Second Year.-Any four books of Caesar's Gallic War. Book I. 
of "Writing Latin," by]. E. Barss. Bennett's Latin Grammar. Col~ 
loquia based on the leading· events of the Gallic War. 
Third Year.-Four books of Virgil's Aeneid. Guerber's -'ht!J 
of Greece and Rome. The first twenty-five lessons in Bennett's Latilt 
Composition. Bennett's Latin Grammar. Colloquia on various t<' t.:: 
The undergraduate work in Latin comprehends the -following: 
[The bracketed courses are not given in I905-Igo6.J 
t. Cicero and Composition: The Fou orations against Catali 
Bennett's Latin Composition complete. Five hours a ;veek. rar 1 
Term. (95) Required of Freshmen. 
2. Cicero; de Senectute. Horace; selections from the Odell! 
Five hours a week. Second Term. (95) Required of 'n , ·nt 11 
Ouacht'ta· Central System, 
4 61ternates with course 3. 
3. ({oracc; Satires and Epistles. Tacitus ; Germani a and Agri-
Two hours a week. First and Second Terms. (76.) 
[4- Roman Comedy. Four selected plays of Plautus. Critical 
of rsification, language and syntax. Livy; Book I. · First 
~,.,·,, "l Terms. (7().-)] Either 3 or 4 required of Sophomores. 
5. Latin Literature. Mackail's Roman Literature supplemented 
bY tcllll"<' Hist_ory of Roman Literatur-e, Capes' Early Empire. Tw'o 
1r a week. Ftrst and Second Terms. (76) Elective. 
(6. Roman Antiquities. A systematic consideration of the Ro-
,..an family, staus of women, marriage, children, education, the 
au house and its furniture, food, dress, baths, games and amuse-
"· books, travel, re!ijlion, death, burial, etc. The aim of this 
1r e is to afford a more thorough and sympathetic knowledge of 
an J)rivate life than the course in literature alone would give, 
unol1 tematic lectures copiously illustrated by lantern views and 
to r.1p 1' from the remains of Roman civilization preserved in 
• ia H~rculaneum, Rome and elsewhere. Two hours a week. 
tfjrst aT'd• Second Terms.) (76) Elective. 
t , .. -.· -~ alterr.ates with course 6. 
7. Roman Satire. Lectures on the History of Roman Satire, 
with nslation and exercises of selected satires from Ennius to 
e· I Two hours a week. First and Second Terms. (76.) 
8. l'eachers' Training Course. Problems in teaching Latin; 
111 t ' of text-books ; examinations of questions in pronunciation 
and \"1tla x; peculiarities of orthography; exercises in teaching pre-
t -y authors. Two hours a week. First and Second Terms. 
76.) 
9- Latin Epigraphy. Introdnctory lectures and the reading of 
r (Hi r of different periods from squeezes and facsimiles. Two 
an; a week. First and Second Terms. (76.) 
IO, Latin Palaeography. A study of mediaeval manuscripts 
from i;t,-,,11 ill',. Two hours a week. First and Second Terms. 
76.) 
S chool of Greek. 
PRoFEssoR MooRE. 
H•·r,af •·r college credit will be givert for one or more of the 
~tlined below. 
I. \\'It I t· \ First Greek Book. Easy selections for reading. 
2. From books of Xenophon's Anabasis. Arnold's Greek Pros~ 
Ouackita-Central System. 
Composifion. Goodwin's Grammar. 
3· Ten selected orations of Lysius. 
Iliad. Advanced prose composition. 
The under-graduate work in Greek comprehends the f, ]o; • 
[The bracketed courses are not given in I9CJ5- I906.] ' '· I 
4, Demosthenes; De Corona. Advanced PFDse Crm, • 
l'hree hours a week. First Term. (57.) ' 11 
5. Gr~e.k Trag~dy. Aeschylus; Promethus; Sophocles; Phi 
tetes; Eunptdes; Hrppolytus. Three hours a week. Second ' kill 
(57-) r, rr 
6. Greek Literature. Lectures. A summarizing history f 
development of the literature in connection with the politi~ the 
social history of the people. Two hours a week. First and Sec~ 
Terms. (76.) v,.. 
[7. Greek Antiquhies. The land and the people. The t 
ment and environment of ancient Greek life. A study of the I' 1 
life of the Greek~. Lectures illustrated by lantern views and pho~ 
graphs from ancient monuments and remains. Two hours a week. 
First and Second Terms.] (76.) 
Course 6 alternates with course 7. 
8. Herodotus. Reading of books I., III. and VII., with specill 
~efer~nce to local history, topography and antiquities. Homer ; Rea~ 
mg m the Odessey; Study of Homeric poetry and Homeric lift. 
Three hours a week. First Term. (37.) 
9· Aristophones; The Knights, Wasps, Peace, Birds and r( o•. 
Thucidides ; reading of books six and seven mainly with refere 
to the literary and historical questions connected with the ubj . · 
matter. Three hours a week. First Term. (37.) 
Course 9 alternates with course 8 and is collateral with course 7. 
ro. Teachers' Course. Lectures on Greek Grammar. Aims 
and methods in translating Homer and Xenophon. Bibliography for 
the teacher of Greek. Two hours a week. First and Second TeriJIII 
(76.) 
I r. The History· of Greek Art. Tarbell's History of Greek Art 
and Garden's Handbook of Greek Sculpture. The course will be 
illustrated with lantern slides, most of them made especially for this 
College. Two hours a week. First and Second Terms. (76.) 
I2. New Testament Greek. Reading of Mark and selectio 
from the Acts of the Apostles. Study of N. T. Grammar. The most 
interesting scenes in the Holy Land will be illustrated with !ante~ 
views. Three hours a week. First and Second Terms. (n4.) 
Ouachita· Central System. 
School of Mathematics. 
PROFESSOR SHARP. 
fligber rithmetic and tlie equivalents of Taylor's Elements of 
1'a~ •,,r· College Algebra to part second, and Beman and 
Plane Geometrv are required for admission to these courses. 
Algebra through Logarithms. Taylor's College Algebra. 
\ours a week. First Terllll (38.) 
'J'W02 . Solid and Spherical Geometry. Beman and Smith's Geom-
Three hours a week. First Tenn. (57.) 
etrY·J. Plane and Spherical Trigonometry. Lyman and Goddard's 
ngo nwtry. Second Term. Three hours a week. (57.) 
4. AJgebra. Continuation of course 1, First Term. Three 
flours a week. (57.) 
5. Analytic Geometry. Three hours a week. Second Term. 
(57·) 
6. ~nalytic Geometry. Continuation of course 5. Three hours 
a ..,eek. First Term. (57.) 
7· Differential Calculus. Two hours a week. First and Second 
.IJ'erms. (76.) 
8. Integral Calculus. Two hours a week. First and Second 
'l'erms. (76.) 
9. ;urveying. Three hours a week. Second Term. (57.) 
tourses l, 2, 3, 4 and 5 are required of all candidates for degr.ees. 
School of Modern Languages. 
German. 
PROFF.SSOR BRISCOF.. 
r. First Term; Elementary German. Thomas' German Gram-
mar, Part I. Van Dael's German Reader, Andersen's Bilderbuch 
ohne Bilder. Second Term. Storm's Immensee ; Heyse's L' Arrao-
biata; Schiller's Der Neffe als Onkle; Von Hillern's Roher als die 
lirche. Sight reading, exercises and conversation. Five hours a 
tteek. ( I 90. ) 
2. Second Year German. First Term: Selected reading 
lluch as Riehl's Burg Neideck; Bumbach's Frau Holde, etc., Bem-
lsardt's German Composition, sight reading with review of gram-
mar. Second term: Freytag's Die }oumalisen; Chamisso's Peter 
Schll"mihl; Goethe's Herman und Dorothea; Schiller's Egrnont's 
Ld,.·n und Tqd, etc. (r9(l.) 
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3. The German Drama. Schiller, Lessing, Goethe. First 
term: Wilhelm Tell, Maria Stuart, Wallenstein. Second terlll. 
Lessing's Natha:o der Weise; Goethe's Egrnont; Faust, Part 1. Par~ 
hcular attention will be paid to the development of dramatic art and 
to the philosophical value of Faust. Three hours a week. Firec 
and Second Terms. (114.) 
4. Modern German Literature. Selections from recent and con. 
temporary writers. Study of the modern German novel. Reading of 
Ebers, Auerbach, etc. Two hours a week. First and Second Tellrll 
(76.) 
5. Elementary French. Fraser and 'Squair. Reading : Van 
Daell's Introduction to French Authors; Daud'et's La Belle \ i, r 
naise, etc.; Selected Plays as La Poudre aux Yeux, Le Voyage de 
M. Perrichon, etc. ; Halevy's L' Abbe Constantin. Conversation and 
exercise. Five hours a week. (Igo.) 
6. Second Year French. Selected reading such as Sand's La 
Petite Fadette, Merimee's Colomba, Rostand's Cyrano de Berge 
The Modern French Poets. Sketch of the history of French Literal 
ture. Conversation, Composition and Syntax. Five hours a weelq 
(I go.) 
7. (a) Victor Hugo. Shorter Poems, Hernani, Ruy Bla!J 
Notre Dame de Paris, Selections from Les Miserables. First Term:~ 
Three hours a week. (57.) 
(b) Modern Prose. Selections from the best works of DauddJ 
Loti, De Musset, Augier, Souvestre, etc. Second term. Three hou~ 
a week. (57.) 
8. The Classic French Drama. A critical and linguistic stu~ 
of the classic dramatist:;; Racine, Athalie, Esther; Corneille, Le Cid, 
Cinna; Moliere, La Misanthrope, Les Femmes ~avantes, etc. Two 
hours a week. First and Second Terms. (76.) 
School of English Language and ·Literature. 
PROFI;SSOR PAC£. 
To be prepared for entrance into the first College conrse (cour$4 
I below), students must have had : (I) an advanced technical cour!JI 
.in grammar, (2) an elementary course in rhetoric, (Hill's "Foun 
tions," Genung's "Outlines," or Waqdy's will indicate the :uno ut L 
(3) the equivalent of six hours a week of literature. This last re· 
quirement should include about two hours of American litera!Urt · 
and most of the texts set for "College Entrance Requirements." It 
is recommended that the work in literature be ~~;iven simultaneou 
Ouru:kita-Central System. 
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"tb that in language and composition, e. g.: grammar, four hours; 
::eraL ur~. one; rhetoric (first year).' three hours; literature, two; 
rhctor.c (second year), twa hours; ltterature, three. 
l. Advanced Rhetoric and Composition. Text-book; Espen-
hadc's Composition and Rhetoric. We-ekly themes of from 100 to 
fPJ .,ords, with longer themes at stated intervals; certain reading 
• )!so required outside of the class, us-ually one book a month; selec-~ns made from standard novels and books for all time ; written re-
por required of all Freshmen. Three hours a week throughout 
the ~r. (I 14.) 
tourse I is prerequisite to afl other courses. 
2 . English Literatt4re. A general survey of the field from 
Chauc•·r to Stevenson. Text-books: Howes' Primer of English 
1em!!lre, and selected texts. Required of all Sophomores. Four 
r; a week, ':fuesday, Wednesday, Friday and Satu·rday throughol.IJ; 
the year. ( 152.) 
Cn tr'c 2 is prerequisite to all courses following. 
3· hakespeare. Two plays will be read critically in c:lass, 
with due attention to language and versification, <IS well as to literary 
and llfamatic qualities. Six plays will be read as parallel on which 
r itter! teports will be required of students, and informallec:tures will 
be i1· ·n by the instructor showing the development of the poet's mind 
and art. The Arden edition of the plays and Dowden's Shakespeare 
r mrr will be used. Two hours a week, First Term. (38.) 
4. ·;Milton, Study of the minor poems, four books of Paradise 
1 t and Paradise Re~omined. Johnson's and Macaulay's Essays on 
the poet will be required as parallel. The Clarendon Press edition 
of R. C . .Browne will be used. Twa hours a week. Second Term. 
(JB.) 
[5. Prose Fiction. A study of representative English novels 
from Rirha rrl •"n to the present time. Two hours a week throughout 
the year. (76.) Omitted in 1905·1906.] 
(6. ineteenth Century Poetry. (a) The Romantic movement~ 
W ' {]," rth, Coleridge, Byron, Shelley and Keats. (b) The Vic-
ria•! 1•<'ri<>tl -Tennyson, Browning, Matthew Arnold, Swinburne. 
t llours a week throughout the year. (4) Omitted in I905·Igo6. 
t .I'' ·. t·. l!n in alternate years.] 
"/. Old English. Introductory course. Smith's Old English 
Ouackita-Cewtral System. 
Grammar; selections from Bright's Anglo-Saxon Reader. Two li~ 
a week. First Term. (JS.) 
8. Middle English. Chaucer. The Clarendon Press (student' 
edition is used. The Prologue and five or six of the Canterhur 
Tales. Two hours a week. Se~ond Term. (JB,) 
(Cour!e 8 presupposes some knowledge of Old English and is a 
natural continuation of course;.) 
g. American .Literature-advanced .coarse. A knowledge of th; 
principal movements in our literature w11l be presupposed. Attenti 
in this course will be centered on the prose of Poe, Hawth 
Emerson and Lowell. Three hours a week throughout the vear' 
(II4.) 
ro. History of the English Language-Emerson's larger boofrr 
supplemented by lectures. One hour a week (Thursday, l.JO P. M.) 
Throughout the year. Required of students who elect 7 and 8. 
School af History and Economics. 
History. 
PROFJ;;FSSOR NtTHERTON. 
The applicant for admission to this school p1ust be familiar with 
Montgomery's Leading Facts in United States History, Meyer's 
General History (or their equivalents), Arkansas History, and some 
primary work on Citizenship. 
This subject is taught from the standpoint of cause and effect. 
A sys~ematic study of the most important facts is required. Much 
time is given to literary and research work. Sources are consultetl 
as much as possible. Written reports on assigned subjects are fre-
quently required . 
...t .History of Eastern Nations and Greece. Three hours a 
"(veek. First Term. (57.) 
2. History of Rome. Three hours a week. Second Term. (57.) 
3. Mediaeval Europe. Three hours a week throughout the year. 
(rr4.) 
~nglish History. Two hours a week. F irst Term. (JB'.) 
- }!. 'Constitutional and Political History of the United States. 
TWQ oours a week. Second Term. (,38.) 
6. Other Modern Nations. Library w01k Two hours a week. 
First Term. (38.) · 
7. Church History, Two hours a week. Second Term. (JB.) 
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Economics. 
T he first part of this course is designed to familiarize the stu-
ee t with the principles of Political Economy. The text-bOok will 0 
upplemented by lectures on the application of these principles to be·H~t;ral affairs. Much time is given to Library work. 
-pr tourses 9 and ro give much attention to the governments of 
r d{ m States and to the laws regulating their intercourse in peace 
PI • • 
•nd their relatiOns m war. 
S. Political Economy. Two hours a week throughout the year. 
(76.) 
9· Institutional History and administration. 
,. · First Term. (57.) 
ro. International Law. Three hours a week. 
Three hours a 
Second Term. 
(57·) 
r r. Sociology. Two hours a week. Second Term. (,38.) 
12. Economic Problems. (A continuation of course 8 and open 
illliY to those students who have completed course 8.) Two hours a 
k )troughout the year. (76.) 
~ourses r, 2, 4, s. and 8 are required of all candidates for degrees. 
The School of Science. 
PROFESSOR BUCKMINS$. 
H. W. YouNGER. 
0. T. RicHARDSoN, 
Laboratory Assistants. 
It is the object of the work in this department to lead the pupil 
to fin d for himself a proper interpretation of nature. The introduc-
tion to each new science gives him a "new pair of eyes," -eyes which 
111ust be properly trained before their judgment can be relied on. 
To this end practical laboratory work with the most modern apparatus 
~d i~·-,l·t1 L' is included in all courses where practicable. Besides 
the \Vork is illustrated by lantern and microscopic slides and the 
1. 1u1 i n ' • J, of speCimens in the geological, clrernical, physical and 
I •g1 .a departments of the museum. 
The ll.ttention of vrospective medical students is directed to 
L'' I, 2, .~. 6, 8, Q, ro, I I, r2a, 12b, in which work is done th1 
the iouivalent of that given by the medical colleges and 
d1 the student should have no difficulty in getting credit ir 
h ·1] COurse. 
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.Engineering students will find that the courses 6, 8, g, Io II 
I2b, will replace similar courses offered by the technical sch~ols~ 1:• 
tUaking these courses a part of their work at Ouachita, the time 'Y 
quired for the professional degree wil be materially lessened with re~ 
in any way sacrificing the advantages of a liberal college educatiolt 
The requirements 'for admission to the school are elemen 
Physiology, elementary Physics and Elementary Chemistry (With 
laboratory work). 
I. Phsiology. Two hours a week. First TeJ'Ul. Martin's Hu~ 
man Body as a basis; lectures, illustrated with lantern, specjmtll 
and microscope; laboratory work; collateral reading. (38) R~ 
J quired of Freshmen. 
2. Botany. Two hours· a week. Second Tenn. Bailey's Bo~ 
as text; supplemented by Gray, Chapman and Coulter; Individ 1 
laboratory work with compound microscope; lectures and excursi 
J (J8) Required of Freshmen. ~ 3· Geology, descriptive. Two hours-a week. First Tenn. (38.) 
Required of Sophomores who do not take course 6. 
~ 4- AnthroPology. Two hours a .week. Second Term. A gen. 
era! discussion of the origin and d~velopment of the human race, 
based upon the most recent investigation. Lect,res, fully illustrated 
Collateral reading. (J8.) Required of Sophomores who do not 
take course 6. J ,. s. Zoology. Two ~ a ¥ek, First Term. The study by 
dissecting and text-book of typical forms from Protozoa to Verte-
brate; lectures, excursions. Course I prerequisite. (,38.) Elective!f 
6. Physics, general. Two hours' recitation a week and two hours 
laboratory. First and Second Terms. Trigonometry prerequisite!. 
Text, Hasting! and Beach. The work is divided as follows : 
First quarter, Mechanics. 
Second quarter, Sound, Heat 
Third quarter, Light, Magnetism. 
Fourth quarter, Electricity. . 
For all ~f these the new Phvsical Laboratory provides excellet4 
facilities. (95.) Required of Sophomores who do not take cours~ 
3 and 4-
7- Astronomy, Descriptive. Two hour! a week. Second Te~ 
Text-book, Young's Manual. Practical work with the telescope and 
practical use bf the standard works of reference; lectures. (fo) 
~ Elective. Course (6) and Trigonometry are prerequisites. 
~~ 8. Chemistry, Descriptive. Three hours' recitation and thre411 
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1rs laboratory per week. First Term. Text-book, Newell's De-
rij)ti,·e Chemistry. Lectures profusely illustrated with specimens. 
In the laboratory each student is provided with individual apparatus 
,nd works at a de~k l?rovided with_ water, plumbin~, illuminati_ng gas, 
• ,-,h.t.·~n :;ulfid, a1r blast and suction. (57) ReqUired of Jumors. 
J 'j 9. Chemistry, Qualitative Analysis. One hour a week recita-
\ti<Jn, six to eight hours a week laboratory. Second Term. The 
1 : J_, ,J> and record of fifty unknown substances is required. Par-
ticular attention is paid to the opportunities this course offers in train-
ing the student to the habit of rapid, accurate reasoning. (57) Re-
quir~d of Juniors. 
ro. Chemistry, Qualitative Analysis, Advanced. One hour a 
.,eek recitation, ten hours laboratory. First or Second Term. In 
ibis course special methods are applied and substances treated that 
\\ Lll , l be out of place in the general course (9). The work is made 
to meet the needs of the individual and may include assaying, blow 
9ipe nalysis, etc. (95.) Elective to those who have had 9. 
n. Quantitative Analy.ris. One hour recitation, ten hours labor-
i'tory per week. First or Second Term. Practical familiarity with 
the atandard methods, both Volumetric and Gravimetric is first 
irwrl, then the analysis of twenty substances is completed. The 
•ork is individual, and may also include gas analysis, water analysis 
and 11ugar analysis. A student may thus take this course four differ-
ent iJimes, getting full credit each time, and each time doing work 
that is not a repetition of what he has already had'. (95.) Elective 
to those who have had g. 
12a. Organic Chemistry. Two hours recitation and five hours 
alKrl; t' •n per week. First Term. Hydrocarbone of the methane, 
~Jefine and acetylene series are studied, together with their most 
npcmam derivative. In the laboratory are given first exercises to 
train in echnique, when each student prepares pure substances repre-
lfmting the compounds studied. (95.) Elective to those who have 
had (9). 
12b. Qrganic Chemistry. Two hours recitation and five houl"s 
IYrrot•'f\ a week. Second Term. A continuation of course r2a, 
luclir ~ a study of the aromatic hydrocarbons and practice in ulti-
mate "T:.~:mi · analysis. (95.) Elective to those who have had (9) 
and (r2a). 
IJ. ~perimental Physics. First and Second Terms. One hour 
r,(ita!J• ·· r, ten hours laboratory per week. A course of one hundred 
cx1 rinwJU~ in Sound, Heat, Light and Electricity. (rgo.) Elective. 
Degrees. 
Requirements for the Degree of Bachelor of Arts, 
The numbers to the left, in brackets, indicate the f . . . d IIUJ if.,.r 
o rec1tatton peno s per week; the numbers to the right 
to the number in the same course. r •:r 
FRESHMAN. 
FIRST TERM. 
(3) History . . . .. . . . .. . .. • . . I 
(3) English ....••.•....•.•. I 
(5) Mathematics ....... I and 2 
v(2) Science .........•.••... I 
1(S) Latin .................. I 
StCOND TtRM. 
f3) History .. '........ .. . 
2 (3) Englis4 ............... · 
1 (3) Mathematics . . .. . 
"(: . . ........ 3 
, 2) Science ................ 2 
lS) Latin .................. 2 
SOPHOMORE. 
StcOND TtRM. 
(4) English ................ 2 
(3) Mathematics ........... 4 
v(z) Science ............ s or 6 
(2) Latin ............. ·3 or 4 
(6) Elective .............. . 
FIRST TtRM. 
"'( 4) English . . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. 2 (3) Mathematics •.......... 5 ~·) Science .. , , ........ 4 or 6 
(2) Latin .............. J or 4 (6) Elective .............. . 
JUNIOR 
FIRST TtRM. 
(2) History ................ 4 
(S) German or French ...... s 
(3) Science .: .............. 8 
(7) Elective ............. .. 
SE;COND TERM. 
(2) History ................ 4 
{S) German for French ...... s 
(3) Science ................ 9 
(7) Elective ............. .. 
SENIOR. 
FIRST TERM. StcOND TERM. 
(3) Philosophy ............ I (3) Philosophy ............. 2 
(2) Economies ............. 8 (2) Economics ............. 8 
(12) Elective .. . .. .. . . . . .. . (12) Elective ............ .. 
The required studies for the degree of Bachelor of Lit-
erature are the same as those for the degree of Bachelo 
of Arts, except that no Latin or Greek is required, and that 
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is one year shorter in electives. Seventeen recita-
peri• •us per week. 
CrtdiL will be given towards undergraduate degrees for 
folluWil:g Conservatory course!;!: 
of Music, one year .......... (2 hours per week) so hours 
of Music, one year ....•.... (2 hours per week) so hours 
, three years ................ (2 hours per week) ISO hours 
of Art, one year ........•.•. (2 hours per week) SO hours 
Making a possible credit of. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 300 hours 
Or, such theoretical courses in these subjects will be considered 
hour for hour, to other electives for literary degree. 
Rt·quin•ment~ for the degree of Master of Arts. 
The work for this degree includes the equivalent of 
hours a week for orte'ye~r, to be divided into two 
. Major and Minor. The Major requires thirteen hours 
week in one departmlnt and a thesis; the Minor, seven in 
. The heads of the respective departments will pro-
a &ehedule of the work required of each applicant, which 
k must be filed with the Faculty not later than the 
day of October before graduation. 
No degrees will be conferred upon any student of the 
,.uu<:-c·t: who has not sustained a good moral character. 
l'npit ... completing any course of study in any school 
be entitled to a certificate in that course. 
No degree will be conferred on any pupil until all bills 
paid or satisfactorily arranged. 
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Conservatory. 
Courses of Study. 
In the Conservatory. instruction is given in Pipe Organ, 
pian• '· Violin, Mandolin, Guitar, Cornet, Theory, Harmony 
and History of Music, Voice Culture, Elocution, Painting 
in Oil and Water Colors, China Work, Drawing, Crayon, 
p, r•·.·t·diw. Repousse, Pastel, and Gymnasium. Courses of 
11. tnll' j, •ll in these subjects are outlined on the following 
pa, :-o. 
Piano Course. 
Grade I.-Emery's Foundation Studies. Easy studies by Czemy. 
'' <chl·nm. Koehler. Sonatinas by Clementi, Diabelli, Kulau and 
Schn 1 t. Five finger work and major scales . 
Grade 2.-Studies continued, also Sonatinas. Easy Sonatas by 
r zart. with additions from similar works by Lange, Wolff, Merkel 
and l,ichner. Beethoven opus 49. Modern selections by Behr, Bohm, 
8<-n ld. Koelling. Minor scales, chords and arpeggios . 
Grade 4--Mozart, Haydn, and Beethoven Sonatas. Studies con-
tinued, also those by Herz, Biehl, Hasert, Duvemoy, Lecouppey, and 
Heller, op. 47. Salon pieces by modern masters for the development 
of lnusical taste and variety of touch. Introductory octave work. 
L "'nm in theory. Transcriptions from standard operas. Lebert and 
Stark Book 2. Selections from Schubert, Schumann, Mendelssohn. 
Grade 4.-Sonatas continued. Heller's Etude op. 45 and 46. 
J n r .. 1 Opus 33· Loeschhorn op. 67. Hasert, Kalkbrenner and Neu-
pert lttudes. Compositions by Weber, Chopin, Reinecke, Mendels-
IObn, and others. Mozart Concertos. Czemy op. 740, Cramer 
Etudt·", l::lementi Gradus, Kullak Octave studies. Bach Inventions. 
Fr...nd, and English Suites. 
Grade a.-Bach's Preludes and Fugues. Moscheles Etudes op. 7o. 
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Chopin studies op. Io and 25. Concertos by Weber, Mende!s , 
Beethoven, and Schumann. Modern works by Reinecke, Greig, 
benstein, Henset, Thalberg and Liszt. 
Musical History. 
Pipe Organ . 
The student should have two or three years of thorough work 
the piano before taking lessons on the organ. on 
We offer a thorough and practical course of instruction, begi 
ning with Stainer's method, in which the student is made fami ·1111 
wit? the. mechanic~! parts of the instrum~nt, t?e pedal, manual, stop._ 
reg1stratt~n, mutatiOns, etc. Organ techmque IS made a specialty, and 
a course 1s sele~ted from the best organ literature. 
VIolin . 
The violin is becoming more and more popular, and justly so. 
Next to the piano it is the sweetest instrument we have, and capabll 
of the greatest variety of expression. It is pre-eminently an inst111 
ment for young ladies, requiring delicacy of touch, gentle care and 
accurate treatment, qualities with which God has so generously en-
dowed woman. Still, we believe that the piano is the instrumen · of 
all instruments, but next to the piano, or auxiliary to it, we recolll!l 
mend the violin. 
We have a class large enough for duets, quartettes, etc. As soon 
as pupils are sufficiently advanced they are admitted to the lol l e 
orchestra. 
Guitar and Mandolin . 
Every young lady or gentleman who sings should learn to play 
the guitar. It makes the softest and sweetest accompaniment, and 
is also capable of some excellent solos, or may be used with other 
instruments. It is one of the most convenient instruments, as it is 
light and easily carried about on a trip and to social gatherings whe~ 
no piano or other instrument is accessible. 
The mandolin is a sweet-toned instr~ment, easily learned, and 
capable of splendid solo and ensemble work. Our Mandolin and 
Guitar Club is always very popular. 
During the coming session we shall arrange a special course for 
Instruction in the simplest method of teaching singing in the 11o IC 
schools. All children should be taught to sing. It will perhapt be 
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before singing will be taught in all our public 
Cornet. 
[In Ouachita College only.] 
The cornet is becoming more and more popular, both as a parlor 
11,,nt and as an instrument for leading congregational singing 
our churches. It is also a means in "physical culture." We know 
rv~tlmw that will so deeply develop and strengthen the muscles and 
of the throat, chest, and lungs as the moderate but regular 
1c•· on the cornet. 
Voice Culture and Solo Singing. 
The production of a pure, resonant and musical tone is the result 
paticlll and intelligent study. The natural and easy control of the 
is obtained only by the correct use of the breath and vocal 
Every voice requires special treatment, consequently to use 
;,.,·, either the so-called German or Italian method is errone-
When one can focus and place the voice easily, without con-
·~ the throat or other necessary muscles, all habits of bad 
pr:>.t 'K 1 i• ,,1 are then co no uered. The following is the course as 
out: 
Grade I.-Rules for breathing; development and blending of 
t ·r~; study of the scales, major, minor and chromatic; arpeg-
tios and slow trills; concone studies ; selected songs. 
Grade 2.--Continuation of Grade I. Correct placing of tones; 
rc:i.···· for agility; trills; concone studies; Exercises Elementaries 
by Mme. Marchesi; songs from American and European 
Grade 3.-Exercise for flexibility; study of rapid trills; mer-
the turn, gruppetto; strict attention given to enunciation an_d 
:;ti n. Studies from Marchesi, Seiber, Panofka, and Vacca•; 
by Schumann, Franz, Rubenstein, Schubert and others of the 
tlehool. Oratorio. 
Grade ,4.-Vocalises and solfeggio continued; the trill, tum, etc., 
rapid cadenza passages. Selections from oratorio and opera ; 
lkrman and Italian songs. Artistic interpretation and phras-
lag is ln<iq, •I upon throughout the entire course. · 
ltndents completing the above course, and the first three grades 
the !liano course with Theory and Harmony and History of Music, 
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will be entitled to graduation in Vocal Music. 
Glee Clubs of young ladies are organized. 
Free Advantages. 
r. A series of practical lectures on different subjects relate4 
music, such as "What does music teach?" "Art, its mission" "~' tQ 
- ' utu . in religious worship," etc. 81C 
2. Two concerts given by the faculty with explanatory 1, ct· . 
presenting some of the best works in vocal and instrumental Ill r. ' 
"S . hl . I " . b h USI\1t 3· emt-mont y rectta s ~tven y t e students, showing th 
work of the department, and helping,students to overcome the tttr ,e 
ity of playing before an audience, together with "Talks on Music." 
School of Expression. 
The aim of this course is to correct bad habits of speech; t() 
develop ease of manner and grace of body, to secure proper enunci;tl 
tion and pronunciation in reading aloud, to cultivate a taste for the 
best literature and become able to interpret it to others, to broa<te 
tl1e character, to develop the personality and give a harmonious cut~ 
tural education to the individual. This work is of special value to 
clergymen and others whose life-work will call for a continued use 
of the voice. 
Public recitals are given frequently throughout the year \', l1• "· 
the -student may gain confidence before an audience. 
The course offered covers a period of three years, as follows: 
First year: 
Voice Culture, Vocal Expression. 
Articulation and Pronunciation. 
Analysis and' Reading. 
Visible Expression-Del Sarte. 
Movement and Pantomimic Action. 
Sight Reading. Studies in Lyrics and nat:rative poems, 
Burns, Wordsworth, Scott, Longfellow, etc. 
Second year : 
Voice Culture and Vocal Expression continued. 
Pantomimic Action, Dramatic Action, Impersonation. 
Expressive Reading. English Classics, selected. Spe i:d 
study of Shakespeare's Merchant of Venice, Midsuftl1 
mer's Night's Dream, Julius Caesar. 
Vocal interpretation of the Bible. Extempore Speech. Ora· 
tory. Recitations from masters of English and \ t ' n· 
can Literature. 
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Third year : 
A.dvanced Voice Culture. 
Special study of Shakespeare's Hamlet, Macbeth, Richard 
III. English Classics, selected. Expressive Reading, 
Dialectic Reading. Bible and Hymn Reading. Criti-
cism. Orations. Recitations. Acting of Individual 
scenes and of whole plays. A liberal English education 
is requisite to good results. 
Physical Culture and Gymnasium Work. 
The purpose of this work is to increase chest and lung capacily, 
to traighten stooping shoulders, raise drooping head and strengthen 
the. weak back; to secure grace and ease of bearing; to learn how 
to sit, how to stand and how to walk. Courses are given in Swed-
ish nastics and in harmonic gymnastics. Special classes arranged 
ior those needing special work. Each school is well equipped with 
r1 um;1•inm• for young ladies. 
Many students feel the need of work of this kind in college life, 
and those who follow out the prescribed courses of free and machine 
work will find themselves better students and more capable in every 
p:1rt1·•.•hr; for a strong mind must be supported by a strong body. 
School of Art. 
The teacher in this department has enjoyed extensive study 
under the best masters, and brings to her work the latest methods. 
~pecial courses for those desiring simply artistic work. 
The regular course includes: 
I . Object drawing in pencil, sepia, charcoal and pen and ink 
ior lustration. 
II. Cast work, oil and water colors from still life and flowers. 
III. Sketching from life and out-of-door work, landscape and 
L.'llr Advanced oil and water colors. Pastels and time sketches. 
The study of the History of Art and Architecture continues 
hr .. u ,·hout the course. Italian, Flemish, German and· Dutch schools 
are treated separately and illustrated. 
Lectures open to all students will occur frequently on the "Old 
:\fa, t ~:r~." practical art questions, and topics of the day as related to 
art. It will be shown how Art molds character and influences 
thou!-:i1l. 
Time given to each pupil, three hours per day, three days in the 
IH .-k_ 
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is for any other cause, except with the full consent of the r . 
charges at full rates will be made to close of term. f< e~ld, •tt 
The Annual Session is divided into quarters. Pa 
board and tuition of young ladies is required quarterly iYnt for 
No deduction for lost time can be claimed, except on acco: ;l.t·a>lce 
tracted sickness, and then for no length of time less than n of Pr() 
No deduction for absence for the last four weeks of the ses:j~tt 
Liberal Propositions- Reductions. 
I. A reduction of 25 per cent. from all tuition fees in e 
$roo, paid by any one pupil or by the parent or guardian 0 ;ce• of 
more pupils, will be made. This does not apply to the Busin~n~r 
lege fees, nor to fees for room and board. 1• 
2. AU non-resident ministers of the Gospel in active .serv· 
who will become active agents for the enlnstment of student.q ~::, 
who will utr.dertake to give the institutions full benefit of their inR 
ence in their respective circles, shall have free tuition for their min~ 
children in the regular literary course. 
3. All resident ministers in the pastorate will be granted free 
tuition in the literary department for one minor child. 
4· Pupils in the extra branches and Business College who do 
not take full work (17 hours per week) in the Literary Depa 
will be charged in proportion to the number of hours per week 
taken. For illustration: A pupil taking piano and voice and Eng-
lish (reciting three hours per week) will be charged for the English 
three-seventeenths· of the regular literary tuition. 
Affiliated Academies. 
ElsL"Whl'n~ in this catalog will be found a course of study 
ftjr the cademies and the preparatory departments for the 
llt:!-!t'~ . The Academies are owned by the Board of Edu-
ti()Jt, and are entering upon a useful career. 
Ouachita Maynard Academy. 
]. M. SHAW, A . B, Principal. 
In 1900 committees under instruction from State Line 
and l mn·nt River Associations purchased the property of 
Abt t1 Institute and asked the Trustees of Ouachita College 
to atO:t'pt it as an Affiliated Academy. The request was 
granted and the academy has been very prosperous. In 
1903-1904 a two-story brick was erected by the munificence 
of l'riends of the school. The property is valued at about 
w.uoo. has good campus and is situated at Maynard, Law-
rence County. The enrollment was 161 the past year, under 
a facult) of four teachers. There were 71 boarding students. 
Ouachita Magazine Academy. 
J. L. SMITH, A. B , Principal. 
In 1900 the generous people of Magazine proffered to 
the uachita Trustees a beautiful plat of ground and $8,ooo 
in good notes and subscriptions with which to establish an 
ararl t·tn_,. As a result we now have a beautiful two-story 
ltrick building, well equipped. Many improvements have 
htTn made during the past year. Two hundred pupils have 
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been enrolled, one hundred and forty-eight of h 
'd w om w 
nen-rest ents, under six teachers. ere 
Ouachita Bentonviile Academy. 
E E. BAGWBLL, A. B., Principal, 
This property ($20,000) is located in Bentonville 
was formerly known as Bentonville College. In 1900 ~~d 
property was deeded to the Ouachita Board. The main I· . e 
' ' th . JUtl.J. t~g ts a ree-story bnck, well furnished, situated on a heath 
ttful campus of five acres. The generous people of B 
'll . entot 
vt e made donations for a dormitory, and a beautif 1 t 
story brick building was erected and furnished the paut wo. 
S
. s vear 
tx teachers and I 34 pupils were registered. - · 
Ouachita Mountain Home Academy. 
L.A. MOll. TON, A, B , Principal. 
This. property, formerly known as the Mountain 1 Tn 11 
College, ts now free fro11;1 debt. The buildings and camp 
ar_e value~ at $20,000. Prof. Morton has proved himself a 
wtse, cauttous and energetic builder. A beautiful t\n .,1 •r. 
stone building on the campus is used as a dormitory. Twel~ 
teachers and 310 pupils the past year. 
. All these academies will open in September with encour4 
~gmg pr~spects. . Expenses very moderate. Circulars, "-
mg full_ 1nformatton about the academies, may be had by 
addresstng cards to their respectivt: principals. 
Accredited Schools. 
'fhe College desires to promote the growth of thorough 
c ttt•l< ry schools. The academies at Magazine, Bentonville, 
l.)!'a ·tl, Mountain Home, Fordyce and Bodcaw are affil-
a.t<'41 with the colleges, having the same course of study, 
" i111 the same text-books, as is given in the preparatory 
d 1 · rtttl\. nt of Ouachita and Central. Hence we give full 
c e.li~ to students from these academies who bring from 
tl ·ir principals certificates stating in full the work done in 
the a. ademies. 
With reference to the relation to the colleges sustained 
)>y other schools, with different courses of study, and differ-
tnt It .. , . it is difficult to state any thing more definite than 
that the College desires in all cases to give full credit 
for actual work done, and that certificates from principals, 
tatit l! the time spent in recitation, the text used, and the 
parts of books completed in the various courses will be hon-
rul. and the student will receive credit for the equivalent 
'"rl, in the preparatory department of the colleges, provided 
llw~s that if the student fail to maintain his standing in the 
class assigned him, his wor!~ at Ouachita or Central is to be 
the !final test of the character of previous work. 
Advanced college standing will be given on the same 
cnnt ht ;, u· ~. in case such work has been done with proper 
equir·~~( J,t and under such conditions as make satisfactory 
r f,l, ge work possible. 
\ 
Schedule of Preparatory Work. 
Courses of study for th3 preparl\tot·y department3 of Ouacb.ita a!ld Central Colleges and the affiliated 
Academies. The numbers iu brackets refer to th -~citation periods a.t Ouachita. 
* Thr~::e times a week. t Twice a weeli 
----
M athematiCtl 
;. ... e Practical ..... Arithm.,uc ~ ~~ White ltl 
-~ -cE Advanced 
"' "" 
Arithmetic 
"!-< w entworth [t] 
.. 
...s Advanced .. Arithmetic .. ., ... ;. ~" w entworth [2] 
"tl !-< 
" 
" -cE E lements of u 
" 
, ... Algebra 
"' "~ Taylor [2] 
----· ~I _a E len1ents of ~.t Algebra ;. .... Taylor (7] 
"tl 
... 
-cE E lements of :c 
... 
"" 
Ah!:ebra 
"!-< raylor' (7] 
~---
... 
_e Geometry .. 
" ~~ Be man &Smith ;. [6] 
.a:: 
t: 
-cE Advanced 
" 
- !J{t:" rn ~1 , ... .. ~ ,,, 
-
Latin 
Bennett's 
Fouudat ions 
[41 
Btu nett's 
Foundation~ 
(4] 
Caell8r 
Composition 
[6] 
Caesar 
Com1 osition 
(6] 
Virgil 
Mytholo~ 
Virgil 
Composition 
r 
Enl(lish 
Grammar 
Allen 
[5] 
Grammar 
All"n [sl 
Grammar 
Longman 
Literature [r] 
Gramm aT 
Longman 
Litnature (r] 
Science History and Geography 
Complete 
Geographf 
[71 
-----
Complete 
Geographf 
[71 
l'. S. History 
(6] 
U. S. History 
[6] 
Orthography 
Spelllog 
PenDUIDShlp 
frll 
Spelling 
Penmanship 
[Jtl 
.. -=== 
Spelllll.ff 
[Jtj 
SpelliDIJ 
(Jtl 
~- ========= -- ---·--~-1-------
Rhetoric 
Literature 
[l] 
Rhetoric 
Literature 
'[ r] 
Rhetoric 
I.iterature 
[7) 
Rhetoric 
Literatul~ 
Physical 
GeoKl',auhy 
[4) 
Phyliol<>gy 
[4] 
Phy6ic& 
[l] 
Chemlflt:ry 
C•l 
History of 
Atkanlft& 
[3"] 
Civil Gowrnmept 
[3"] 
General History 
Myeno 
!41 
General History 
Myers 
l 
